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Edificius Training Course
Lesson 1
Edificius is the 3D architectural BIM design software certified both for IFC import and export by
buildingSMART.

Interface general presentation - menu – toolbox
When you launch Edificius, the program Home Page is opened.

The Edificius Home Page is divided into several sections. On the left side you can find the File
menu and in the middle a window that will open according to the choices made in the File menu.
On top part of the right side, you can access services, in the middle part you will find The
Indispensables to start working right away, while at the bottom you can find a section dedicated
to information and Technical Support that will warn the user when a new software release will be
available and when new Forum discussions will be published.
When a new file is opened, the program will present the interface as described below.
On the window top part, you can see the options to create, to open, to save, to print a new
document or to select objects.

Right below on the left side, you will find the File menu, the Drawing menu containing the
Drawing groups with the objects menu, the Clipboard, the Visibility menus, etc.
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In the Tools menu, the Levels Manager and Units of measurement options activate the
window where a measurement system (whether Metric or Imperial), the unit of measure for each
system (Meters, Centimetres, Millimetres), decimal figures and separators can be selected.

The Tools menu also contains settings for IFC format files export.

And the Program Options, where you can define the number of documents recently opened and
to be included in the Home Page and determine the folder where to save the documents backup.
Moreover, you can find the options relating to the interface and notifications, such as the Save
Drawing Model preview.
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The Window menu contains the typical options to manage the program windows and decide
whether to align them horizontally or vertically, to overlap them, to minimize or close all or to
change window to video.

In the Services menu, instead, you can launch Edificius-VR to navigate the model in virtual
reality.

Finally, the ? (question mark) menu to access the Technical Support, Forum and Video
Tutorial services and the Internet update section with regard to Edificius. Within this menu, the
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Information button will open a window showing all the software information, such as the
software version.

When returning to the Drawing menu, on the left of the program window you’ll find the Project
Management toolbox, which displays the open files, the menu relating to the architectural design
and, in particular, the Navigator section showing a nodes tree structure with the various project
views

In the toolbox on the bottom part, there are several sections including the Architectural Design,
the Edificius-LAND Terrain environment, the Bill of Quantities, the 4D-GANTT and a button
activating the Edificius integration with other software solutions.
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The right-side program window, instead, contains the following toolboxes:


the Properties toolbox that is arranged/determined according to the selected entity.



the Copy toolbox that allows to copy the entities drawn from one level to another.



the Background toolbox that allows to view the background levels according to a
reference level.



the Selection Filter toolbox that allows to select objects with same features.



And the Gantt tools that give you access to the relative module

Edificius entities have the following characteristics. The objects menu contains all the drawing
objects divided into different categories.
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The Architectural category contains envelope type of objects relating to openings and rooms,
ornamental walls, slabs, stairs, etc. There are various objects ranging from extrusions to panels,
trees, animated characters, etc. A section dedicated to plant engineering/installations and one
dedicated to the drawing models. The 2D Graphics section including lines, polylines, points,
magnetic grids, images, raster and 2D blocks, etc. Finally, there are the MagneticGrid and the
Levels Manager.

Envelopes
The vertical envelope
The first object in the Drawing section is the vertical Envelope. The slab object allows to draw
walls, partition walls, external claddings and any type of vertical closure. In order to design the
Envelope object in the drawing model it is sufficient to click and insert a first point. Once defined
the direction, a second click will determine the envelope ending point.
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ALT + F2
To analyse the envelope properties, you will need to open the 3D view to work simultaneously on
the other two views, thus having a better view of the entire project.
To arrange open windows, just press the keyboard combination ALT + F2. This way you can
analyse the element both from the levels view, the 2D view, and even from the 3D view.
The envelope is a parametric object and its representation will simply consist in a perimeter, while
its properties contain many other information such as properties related to the material layers. You
can open and manage such characteristics when clicking on the two buttons in the Material
Layer field.

The first function will edit the material layers, the second one will allow you to select elements
within the Edificius BIM Object Library.
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On the top part of the BIM Object Library - General there are folders including information
relating to the envelope material layers. The main folder encompasses all vertical material layers
and the subfolders with, for example, UNI/TR 11552- related material layers.

Other material layer folders, such as the Rubble Masonry, will contain material layers with different
thickness information. By selecting one of the Material Layers and clicking on the element you will
apply the relevant material layer for your envelope object.
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In the second row of the property toolbox you can find the Thickness field where you can edit the
thickness of an envelope in the box that is activated by clicking on the field and typing in the new
thickness.

On the third row, instead, it is possible to digit the wall variable thickness. This option allows to
change both sides of the wall into a polyline so to use a wall with variable thickness.
Once this option is active, it is possible to select the wall side in the drawing and assign a variable
thickness.
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From the local menu, which you can activate with a mouse right-click on the green line, by
selecting the Insert Node option, you can add some intermediate points on the profile so to give
shape to an angle.
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Or you can give an arc shape to the line with the Change to Arc option.

Any change made in the 2D view is simultaneously applied in the 3D view.
In the local menu there are other options such as those to completely
delete the object, change a segment into a line that had previously been
changed into arc, insert nodes, delete nodes and exit the menu.
When selecting the Scarp option from the properties toolbox, it is possible
to transform the wall into a scarp wall.
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In this box you can even edit the scarp dimension and invert its side so to shift the scarp from the
internal to the external side.

F5 and F6 commands to align a wall
Another important aspect of the envelope object regards the alignment option. Points are placed
at the ends of the object that can be selected to change the wall length and angle, while a central
green point can be used for the translation of the object and the specific grips that allow you to
move the wall along the axis without modifying the wall inclination.
This alignment can be changed in the properties toolbox by activating the relevant box.
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You just need to double click on the side of the box where you would like to bring the alignment;
the same operation can be executed by pressing the F5 and F6 keys on the keyboard.
In the Classification section, it is possible to classify walls into groups and typologies creating
groups of walls and a set of walls sharing similar characteristics.
From the Geometry section, you can choose the shape in elevation of the wall:


A rectangular shape, by selecting one of the two points positioned on the upper edge of
the wall it is possible to change the height of the entire upper edge.



Selecting the Trapezium, these two points become independent. As a consequence, walls
can be drawn with the inclined upper part.
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As we have seen, the wall length can be changed by selecting the blue dots in the drawing,
selecting the arrow or typing in the measurement directly in the Height field. On the contrary, the
dimension relative to the lower edge of the wall can be changed in the property Elevation field.

You can find information fields regarding the starting point P1 and the final point P2 in the
Geometry section.
Each envelope contains a black arrow/indicator that specifies the direction of the wall from the
starting point to the end point. The toolbox fields of the properties for points P1 and P2 are
described below.

Leaving P1 as fixed point, its length can consequently be modified.

The Height Reference System can be activated from the Tools/Levels Manager in the Drawing
menu or by a mouse right-click on any level node within the Project Navigator.
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In this section you can decide at which level the upper or lower side of the wall should belong and
decide how distant the upper side should be from the lower side as compared to the reference
system and the sub levels.
In the Functions section you can view the translations on the plane by clicking on the relevant
button. In fact, you activate the box where you can decide to, for example, move one meter the
wall along the X axis or to change the position by translating one meter in the negative X axis and
one meter less along the Y axis, and, finally, by clicking confirm the wall is translated one meter
horizontally and one vertically respect to the plane.

With the option Move Z you will edit the wall elevation, while to move the wall 2 meters higher,
you will just need to digit 2 in the relevant field and press the enter button.

This vertical translation is also reported within the elevation reference system and in the Geometry
section. In the Materials section you choose the texture to be applied to each side of the
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envelope. The section on the Drawing Models, instead, shows the Layers constituting the wall,
or the envelope in this case.

Block and unblock the selected entities
In the Aspect section of the wall, it is possible to select the colour to represent the wall. In this
section you can even find information such as the wall identifier, numbering and the option to lock
the wall from selection.

Therefore, if the Locked option is active, when clicking on the
wall object it will not be possible to select it. However, an alert on
the right side will indicate whether the entity is locked. In order
to unlock the entity just select the option Select Locked
Entities from the Select menu, then select the wall that is not
yet editable with one click and disable the option Locked to
activate the changes.
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The Show Edges in 3D option in the Aspect section enables / disables the lines along the
envelope sides.
The IFC section is dedicated to IFC properties, Edificius is a software certified by buildingSMART
both for IFC import and export. The IFC format provides a series of variables, some written
directly from the software such as those relating to geometry or to the material.

Others can be added by the user in the box that is activated by clicking the button in the
Properties field. The user can assign a value to these variables as already proposed by the
software or alternatively can add new variables by creating ad hoc groups.
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Finally, you have a section dedicated to attachments where for each object you can insert files in
different formats or directly insert an internet page link, thus providing more information for each
object, that can be displayed by selecting the object and accessing the Attachments section.

We have seen so far how wall-related changes have been reported. Now we will show how to
insert an envelope. In order to draw more wall entities continually , you can press the CTRL
button on the keyboard.

It is possible to use drawing automatisms to recognize the envelopes directly from a DXF, a DWG
or from a 2D Magnetic Grid.

You can see another envelope interesting feature when an envelope, which is intersected by
another envelope, is then interrupted, thus allowing to select individual parts and assign different
properties by modifying their geometry and position.
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Arc envelope
To activate the Arc envelope, just select the homonym option from the object menu in the
Architectural section.

The first Two clicks will help to insert this object, while a third click will define its arc/curvature.
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When selecting the arc envelope, the object properties will be displayed on the right side. The
Material Layers section will contain all the Arc Envelope object characteristics and fields
indicating Radius, Arc Point, Centre and Tangents.

Another envelope relating feature is the profile. The local menu of the envelope that is activated
with a right mouse-click presents typical features in addition to Add top profile and Add bottom
profile options.
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By clicking on Add top profile you can create a line representing the upper profile of the wall.
This line will allow you to modify the two points independently. In fact, if clicking with the left
mouse button you can activate other options directly from the Edit menu and insert a new
editable node. You can add a new node even by selecting the same option from the local menu or
by pressing the INS key of the keyboard

You can make other changes on every single segment, thus modifying the segment as if you were
changing it into arc and, consequently, edit the upper wall profile.
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In the same way you can also modify the lower profile.
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Edificius Training Course
Lesson 2
Envelopes
The Horizontal Envelope
The horizontal envelope is a useful object to design horizontal closures, such as an inter-floor
slab. You can draw it fixing points on the drawing model.
To draw a horizontal envelope, you will need to:


Select the horizontal envelope object from the objects menu in Edificius



Click on the drawing model to define the envelope perimeter; point distances can be typed
in directly on the keyboard.
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Select the Finish editing option from the local menu that is activated with a mouse rightclick or by pressing the Finish button on the ribbon bar.

The properties toolbox is displayed on the program page right side when selecting the horizontal
envelope on the drawing model.

In the horizontal envelope properties toolbox appears the Characteristics section where it is
possible to modify the name of the name of the object and name it, for instance, "Inter-floor slab".
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To change the material layer of the horizontal envelope, on the contrary, just click on the Material
layer line; this operation activates the field with two buttons. The first one will be used to modify
the material layer, the second one to choose the material layer within the Edificius BIM Objects
Library.
On the Library’s top part, all the BIM Object Library – General folders relating to the horizontal
material layers will be present.

The Apply button will assign the selected slab material layer to the horizontal envelope object.

You can directly change the thickness of the horizontal envelope by clicking the button in the
Thickness field and writing in the box that activates the new thickness. This operation will cause
the material layers to become a single layer.
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The horizontal envelope alignment can be defined within the property toolbox. To change the
envelope alignment, simply:


Press ALT+F2 on the keyboard to have a better view of the entire project.



Select the envelope perimeter to activate the properties toolbox.



In the Alignment field of the Features section activate the box and choose the desired
alignment.

Suppose you change the alignment of the casing from the upper thread to the lower thread.
In this image the current alignment is at the upper edge of the envelope.

To modify the alignment, you just need to select the specific square in the box.
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The horizontal envelope can even be curve. To curve it, you will only need to select the Arc option
in the properties toolbox

The horizontal envelope can also be curved in the orthogonal direction to the dependency line, by
selecting the relevant option of the property toolbox.

In the Classification section of the property toolbox it is possible to group several horizontal
envelopes associating them to a single category.
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In the Geometry section, instead, it is possible to define the gradient. At this time, for example,
the envelope is horizontal, but it is still possible to choose a slope line. To do this, just use the
options in the Slope section, also helping you with the 3D view.

To shift the Grip of the horizontal envelope on the level, you will only need to:


Select the grip and click on the lock button
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Shift the selection grip to another point and block it again with the lock button.

In order to… the Slope line to another point of the work space, you will need to:


Select point 1 of the Slope line and shift it to the new position.



Select point 2 and move it to the desired position.

Now you can modify the inclination line directly from the 3D view or providing an inclination
directly in the properties toolbox by changing the elevation value of point 1 and 2.

The slope line can also be defined using three
points. To change the slope in this way just select
three points in the list box of the Type definition
field of the property toolbox.
For each of the three points, you can directly enter
dimension and coordinates in the properties toolbox
or modify them by dragging the three points to the
desired position in the 3D view.
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In the Height Reference System section, it is possible to choose the belonging plan and the
elevation with respect to the plane defined as delta.

In the Materials section you can assign materials to the top, bottom and side faces.

In the Drawing Models section, on the contrary, you can specify the Layer associated to the
drawing model.

In the Aspect section you can choose the colour to represent the object. In this section there are
also information such as the object identification, the numbering and the option to block the object
from selection. Finally, there are the IFC and Attachments sections.
The perimeter of the horizontal envelope can be freely modified with the methods illustrated
below.
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To have one or more curved sections of the horizontal envelope perimeter, you will just need to:


Select the segment to edit with a mouse left-click;



Select the Change to Arc option from the local menu that can be activated with a mouse
right-click.

The newly created curved line can also be edited in the 3D view.

To insert one or more intermediate nodes in the perimeter of the horizontal envelope you will just
need to:


Select the line where to insert the new node with a mouse left-click;
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Select the Insert Node option from the local menu that activates with a mouse right-click.

The same options just described can be recalled also from the Edit button menu in the Ribbon
bar.
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Additionally, in the Edit menu, you can also find the Offset option to change the position of the
entity perimeter; selecting this option, in fact, a box is proposed where to insert the offset in
meters to be applied to the envelope perimeter.

Curtain wall
The Curtain wall is an object that is used to close an environment, a room or a volume. The
curtain wall has a model that can provide horizontal and vertical repetitions of closed or glass
panels.
To model a Curtain wall, you just need to:


Select the relative option from the objects menu.



Click on the work space to insert the first point.



Insert the second point with a second click.
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When selecting the Curtain wall, you will notice that the relating properties toolbox is very similar
to the Envelope one.
Selecting the FACADE model line in the Properties toolbox section, two buttons are activated, the
first activates the editor, the second activates the BIM object library from where you can choose
the model you prefer.
In the library, simply select the model and click on the Apply button to assign the selected model
to the curtain wall.
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The curtain wall design stage is the same as for the envelope, so it is possible to change the
alignment directly in the property toolbox or by pressing F5 or F6 on the keyboard.
Its shape can be edited in the same way as for the envelope. In addition, you have the possibility
to invert the drawing directly in the 3D view by activating the Invert option in the properties
toolbox. You can even add a Sill by selecting the relative option from the toolbox.
In the Repetition section it is possible to specify in the list box where to start the repetition of the
facade elements.

On the curtain wall it is also possible to associate a wall lateral section, ie a part in masonry. To do
so simply add the offsets from the property toolbox.
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As for the envelope, the curtain wall also has a starting point and an ending point, so it has a line,
which is defined by the arrow pointing to node 2.

The Materials section of the curtain wall properties toolbox differs from that of the envelope. In
fact, the curtain wall has other elements that can be freely modified such as the sill, the frame and
the glass.

The other sections of the properties toolbox are identical to the ones illustrated for the envelope.

Arc Curtain Wall
The Curtain wall can even be curved. To draw an Arc Curtain Wall, you just need to:


Select relative option from the objects menu
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Click on the work space to insert the first point.



A second click to insert a second point.



A third point to define the curvature.

A model with horizontal and vertical repetition is also proposed by default for the Arc curtain wall.
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The properties toolbox of the Arc curtain wall is entirely similar to the curtain wall’s one.
It is also possible to insert intermediate points for the curved curtain wall and add a top profile or
a lower profile. To add a higher or lower profile, just select the relevant option from the local
menu that is activated by clicking with the right mouse button on the curved curtain wall

The arc curtain wall can therefore take different shapes

To delete the modelled object, simply press DELETE on the keyboard or select the Delete Object
option in the local menu.
To close a volume, it is possible to use the Dummy enclosure object which is not adding
anything to the design differently from the enclosure or a curtain wall but offers the possibility to
close the volume.
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Roof
To model a Roof in a Edificius project simply:


Choose the Roof object from the objects menu.



Click on the Roof level on the Project Navigator.



Define the footprint perimeter of the entire roof inserting all its points.
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Close the roof perimeter choosing the Finish option on the local menu or by pressing the
Finish editing button on the ribbon bar.

The Roof editor will thus open to help you defining the roof characteristics.

The objects of the Roof editor are:


Sloped Roof, used to draw all the pitches of the roof.



Sloped Roof Hole, used to insert an hole inside a pitch.



Roof Hole, to insert the hole within the roof perimeter.
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Eave, Used to assign an edge to the perimeter parts of the roof, an object that can have a
thickness, a stratigraphy and a shape different from those of the rest of the pitch.

These objects are described below in detail.

The Roof object
In order to model a Sloped Roof:


Select the Sloped Roof from the Roof menu.



Activate the Midpoint Snap from the specific menu to simplify your drawing.



Click in the middle of the segment where to insert the Sloped Roof.
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define the roof perimeter, drawing nodes by clicking the necessary times



After inserting other points click on the last one to close the pitch perimeter and select the
Finish button of the ribbon bar.



Repeat the same operation also for the second Sloped Roof.
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Subsequently, change the slope line. Since the sloped roofs are horizontal, in order to change the
inclination you need to define the slope lines dimension of the start point and the end point.

The sloped lines can be dragged on the both sides of the sloped roof or drag points P1 and P2 to a
certain elevation.
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define the roof modifying the sloped lines elevation of all the slopes roof

The P1 and P2 points can also be modified in the 3D view by locking them in an edge or in a
vertex of another layer, using the magnetism activated

To translate the entire roof slope in the 3D view, just drag the green grip.
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The slope line can also be defined for three points, as illustrated for the horizontal envelope,
defining the position of the three points and assigning them the desired elevation.

Sloped Roof Hole
To draw a sloped roof hole, you simply proceed to:


Select the Sloped Roof Hole object from the roof menu



Define all the points of the hole clicking within the sloped roof as illustrated below.
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Click on the Finish button of the ribbon bar to complete the drawing.



The procedure to insert the Roof Hole, to define a gap within the perimeter of the roof, are
very similar to those just illustrated here

Eave
To model an eave, you need to:


Select the Eave object from the Roof menu.



Click on the roof perimeter to highlight it.



Click on the side where to insert the eave.
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Determine the eave direction by dragging the point or typing in the intended length

The eave is now modelled.
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The eave properties can be edited in the property toolbox. In addition to the Material Layer and
Thickness fields, it is also possible to define the Cut type of the eave.

To close the Roof editor, you will only need to click the Finish button of the ribbon bar.
Another function of the Roof object allows you to get a Hip roof/pavilion roof with a simple click
and simply:


Access the Roof editor.



Click the Auto Pitch button on the editor ribbon; this operation activates the Slope Roof
Setting dialog box.
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Define a slope percentage for the roof slopes in the dialog box and confirm. This operation
automatically generates all the roof slopes obtaining a hip roof/pavilion roof.
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Lesson 3
In this Lesson we will …the different application of the objects illustrated in Lesson 2.

2D graphic objects
Importing the DXF/DWG drawing
In the following example a DXF/DWG drawing will be used as a reference to insert some objects.
To insert a DXF/DWG drawing, just:


Select the DXF/DWG Drawing icon from the 2D objects menu.



Click on the working space. This operation will open a window in the program where to
select the reference DXF/DWG file.



Next, press the Open button. The program will suggest the DXF/DWG Dimensions
dialog where you need to specify the necessary factor to report the DXF/DWG drawing
units in meters.
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Confirm in the dialog box. This operation will insert the object keeping anchored to the
mouse cursor.



Click with the left mouse on the table where you want to insert the drawing.

This operation inserts the object into the workspace and when selected a properties toolbox on the
right side of the program window will became available.

The property toolbox enables the following options:


Scale factor, where you can modify the dimension factor.
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Load DXF-DWG, where you can upload a new DXF or DWG file to replace the one
entered.



Original aspect, Using this option the design will assume the thickness and colour of the
lines equal the original design.



Classification, where you can assign a group and typology thus defining a classification.



Position, where you can edit the coordinates of the inserted drawing.



Layers, you can associate a layer to the drawing.



Lock position, activating this option the DXF / DWG is blocked on the workspace.



Visible in 3D, activating this option the DXF / DWG drawing will also be visible in the 3D
view.



Lines, to edit the colour or the thickness of the DXF/DWG drawing.



ID, shows the identification number of the object.



Blocked, activating this option the drawing can’t be selected.



Attached documents allows to associate files to the object.

After inserting the DXF / DWG drawing, it is now possible to draw the envelopes by selecting the
Envelope object from the 3D object menu

The snaps together with the F5 and F6 buttons on the keyboard help to modify the alignment
and insert the envelope in the drawing.
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Another way to insert envelopes from a DXF/DWG drawing is to use accelerators like the magic
wands.
To do so, just:


Select the envelope object from the 3D objects menu.



Choose the DXF DWG option from the ribbon bar to activate the automatic envelope
recognition mode.



making two clicks on the table in order to Trace a line transversal to the axis of the wall;
this operation automatically inserts the envelope over of the wall drawn in the DXF / DWG.
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This operation allows to quickly recognize the entire floor plan.

The envelopes are thus interrupted at each intersection and can be easily modified

2D Magnetic Grid
Another way to insert a reference drawing is to use a magnetic grid
To do so, just:


Select the Rectangular 2D Magnetic Grid object from the 2D objects menu.
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Click on the working space where to insert the 2D Magnetic Grid to launch the Dimensions
dialog.



in the dialog, insert rows and columns accordingly to the grid to be built, and specify their
dimensions. Click the confirmation button to insert the grid in the drawing.

The inserted grid can be freely modified using the local menu options (left mouse button on the
grid arrows). The local menu options are:


Add, inserts a new line in the grid plus other rows and columns.



Modify Length, change the length of the selected grid section.
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Modify Length (move), modifies the length of the selected section without changing the
total length of the grid.



Delete (move), delete the selected grid section.



Merge, joins the selected sections of the grid.



Marge All, it combines all the sections of the grid.

Furthermore, using the Divide option if present in the local menu, it is possible to divide the grid
into several parts. Also, if you select the activated central point of a section of the grid, you can
divide it by typing the value from the keyboard.

The inserted Magnetic Grid can be used as a guide for modelling other objects such as the
envelopes.
Select the Envelope object from the object menu, then from the ribbon select the button for
automatic generation. At this point the program activates a magic wand which can be used to
select the grid (or a grid section) so the automatic recognition of the line and the automatic
generation of the envelope can be carried out.
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During the procedure the program proposes a box where to choose the alignment of the object.

Once the alignment has been chosen, all the walls on the previously selected sections will be
automatically generated in the table.

Envelopes
Arc envelope
To insert an Arc envelope in the drawing, you just need:


Select the Arc envelope object from the ribbon bar objects menu.



Click in the point of the drawing where to insert the starting point of the curved envelope.
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Click again to insert the ending point of the arc envelope.



The third click define the curvature of the envelope.

Curtain Wall
To insert this object, just:


Select the Curtain Wall object from the object menu of the ribbon.



Choose the model of the façade in the BIM Object Library which is activated by clicking on
the relative button of the FACADE model in the property toolbox.
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Make the necessary clicks where to insert the wall in the drawing.

Once drawn the curtain wall it is possible to modify it using the properties toolbox options.
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In the property toolbox, for example, it is possible to add offsets, the sill and assign the same
Materials layer composition for other walls.
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Roof
To automatically generate the roof using as reference the rooms, you just need:


To select the Roof object from the objects menu of the ribbon bar.



To select the Room feature from the ribbon bar.



Click within the drawing space to highlight the whole external perimeter of the building.



Press the Edit Roof on the ribbon to activate the roof editor window.
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Modify the roof sections in the editor (for example excluding some parts of the drawing).



Add some offset, for example, to the roof perimeter by using the relating function.
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Modify the roof perimeter segments that you want to change and eventually add other
slopes



Modify the slope lines of the pitch using the properties toolbox options or directly in the 3D
view.



Add, eventually, a new roof only over the stairwell and modify it as described previously or
using the convert in Arc function of the local menu.
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The roof drawing is now completed.
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Lesson 4
This lesson describes how to add some Edificius objects into your drawings.

Openings and Room Objects
Door
Door object can be added to a vertical envelope. To insert a door, just:


Select the Door object from the toolbar under the objects menu.



Click a first time over the vertical envelope in order to insert the object



A second click to fix the position of the door on the wall. This operation locks the door in
the casing and activates the properties toolbox.
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The door properties toolbox shows the following sections:

Characteristics
The following options are available in box:

•

1st fixture model, in this field it is possible to choose the door model, this can be chosen
from the BIM Object Library which is activated by pressing the relative button on the right
sight.

•

2st fixture model, in this field it is possible to choose the second fixture, this can be
chosen from the BIM Object Library which is activated by pressing the relative button on
the right sight.

•

Grating model, in this field it is possible to choose the door grating model, the model can
be chosen from the BIM Object Library which is activated by pressing the relative button on
the right sight.

•

Fonts, in this section it is possible to modify the characteristics (colour, font type, size and
style) of the font that is shown in the workspace.

•

Classification, where it is possible to assign a group and a type thus defining a
classification.
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Geometry
The following options are available in the Geometry section of the property toolbox:

•

Width, where to specify, in meters, the width that the door must take. The width of the
door can also be changed directly in the 3D view.

•

Height, where to specify, in meters, the height that the door must take. The height of the
door can also be changed directly in the 3D view.

•

Distance measures, where to specify, in millimetres, the distance at which the indication
of the measurements must be kept from the door.

•

Invert (right / left), indicate whether the door opening should be on the right or on the
left. This option can also be activated by pressing the F8 key on the keyboard.

•

Leaf side (internal / external), indicate if the door is opened inwards or outwards. This
option can also be activated by pressing the F7 key on the keyboard.
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•

Reveal, by activating this option a reveal is added to the door. this can have different shape
depending on the data entered in the box that is activated in the Data line. By activating
the Upper side option, the reveal shape is also shown in the upper part of the door.

•

Sill, activating this option adds a sill to the door.

•

Casing, is it possible to add a casing to the door and also choose where to insert it.
If you choose to insert an casing, you will have the dimension options available.
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In the Opening field you can specify the opening angle of the door.

•

Frame from profile, this option allows you to add a profile to the door.

•

Base from profile, this option allows you to add a base to the door. The profile shapes
can be chosen from the Edificius BIM Object Library. Adding a base activates the box
where to specify the characteristics of the base.
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Altimetric Reference System
In the Altimetric Reference System section of the properties toolbox it is possible to define, for
example, a delta value to bring the door higher or lower.

The other sections of the property toolbox are identical to those already illustrated.

Window
The Window object can be inserted inside an envelope. To insert a windows, just:
•

Select the Window object from the toolbar under the objects menu.
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•

Click on the envelope where you want to insert the window.

•

A second click to fix the window position on the wall. This operation locks the window in
the envelope and activates the properties toolbox.

The properties toolbox shows the following sections:

Characteristics
The following options are available in box:
•

1st fixture model, in this field it is possible to choose the window model, this can be
chosen from the BIM Object Library which is activated by pressing the relative button on
the right sight.
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•

2st fixture model, in this field it is possible to choose the second fixture, this can be
chosen from the BIM Object Library which is activated by pressing the relative button on
the right sight.

•

Grating model, in this field it is possible to choose the window grating model, the model
can be chosen from the BIM Object Library which is activated by pressing the relative
button on the right sight.

•

Fonts, in this section it is possible to modify the characteristics (colour, font type, size and
style) of the font that is shown in the workspace.
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•

Classification, where it is possible to assign a group and a type thus defining a
classification.

Geometry
The following options are available in the Geometry section of the property toolbox:
•

Width, where to specify, in meters, the width that the window must take. The width of the
window can also be changed directly in the 3D view.

•

Height, where to specify, in meters, the height that the window must take. The height of
the window can also be changed directly in the 3D view.

•

Distance measures, where to specify, in millimetres, the distance at which the indication
of the measurements must be kept from the window.

•

Window base-wall Height in which to specify, in meters, the distance from the lower
edge of the wall to the window. This option also activates the recess field where you can
specify the size of the eventual re-entry of the sub-window wall.
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•

Invert (right / left), indicate whether the door opening should be on the right or on the
left. This option can also be activated by pressing the F8 key on the keyboard.

•

Invert (internal / external), indicate if the window is opened inwards or outwards. This
option can also be activated by pressing the F7 key on the keyboard.

•

Reveal, by activating this option a reveal is added to the window. this can have different
shape depending on the data entered in the box that is activated in the Data line. By
activating the Upper side option, the reveal shape is also shown in the upper part of the
window.

•

Sill, activating this option adds a sill to the window.

•

Casing, is it possible to add a casing to the window and also choose where to insert it.

•

Frame from profile, this option allows you to add a profile to the window.

•

Base from profile, this option allows you to add a base to the window. The profile shapes
can be chosen from the Edificius BIM Object Library. Adding a base activates the box
where to specify the characteristics of the base.

All the other sections of this properties box are identical to those already shown.
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Opening
The opening object can be inserted inside an envelope. To insert a hole, just:
•

Select the opening object from the ribbon objects menu.

•

Click on the envelope where you want to insert the aperture.

•

A second click to fix the hole position on the wall. This operation locks the opening in the envelope
and activates the properties toolbox.

The properties toolbox shows the following sections:
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Characteristics
The following options are available in box:
•

Grating model, in this field it is possible to choose the opening grating model, the model
can be chosen from the BIM Object Library which is activated by pressing the relative
button on the right sight.

•

Fonts, in this section it is possible to modify the characteristics (colour, font type, size and
style) of the font that is shown in the workspace.

•

Classification, where it is possible to assign a group and a type thus defining a
classification.

All the other sections of this properties box are identical to those already shown.
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Geometry
In the Geometry section of the properties toolbox there are the same options of the window object
with the addition of the Form field, in this field it is possible to choose the hole shape. Furthermore
it is possible, by selecting the relative option, to transform the hole into a niche.

The other sections of the property toolbox are identical to those already illustrated.

Dormer Opening
This object can be added in to a roof (see in the previous chapter how to create a roof on your
project ) by following this procedure:
•

Select the relative object from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu

•

From the 3d view click over the roof in order to activate the dormer opening editor.
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•

In the dormer menu, select the dormer model you like to use.

•

Make a first click in the sorface of the roof to insert the dormer window.

•

Click again to define the length of the dormer.
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The designed dormer is freely editable in the 2D and 3D views. Besides measurements can be
edited directly on the work space by using the mouse , it is also possible to define the lengths of
the lines by typing them directly from the keyboard.
By electing the dormer, the properties toolbox will activates, where it is possible to customize the
dormer.

The properties toolbox of the dormer object shows the following sections:

Features
The following options are available in the property toolbox:
•

Dormer opening shape, from here it is possible to choose the dormer model from the
forms present in the list box.
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•

Roof, where it is possible to modify the stratigraphy and the thickness of the dormer roof.

•

envelopes, in which is possible to modify stratigraphy and the thickness of the envelope
of the dormer.

•

Front casing, activate if the front wall drawing is to be shown.

Geometry
In the Geometry section of the properties toolbox it can be found the fields to specify, in meters, the roof
overhangs (front and side).

Functions
The function section of the properties toolbox is where you can align the dormer along the slope line.

Materials
The Materials section of the properties toolbox, where to specify the materials to be used for the pitches
and the envelope of the dormer.
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Once all the necessary modifications have been made to the dormer, just press the Finish button
on the ribbon to confirm and close the editor.

Room
To insert a room entity it is mandatory to define a closed perimeter. The perimeter can be
closed, for example, by vertical envelopes, curved envelopes, curtain walls or arc curtain walls.
For example, if you want to insert a space in the drawing below, just:

•

Select the room Option from the drawing menu of the ribbon.
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•

Click inside the perimeter. This operation defines the space and displays the size of the
surface under its name.

Using the dummy enclosure of the objects menu, it is possible to divide the space despite there
is no physical division between the two environments, for example "Kitchen" and "Living Room".

At this point, an additional room must be inserted in the undefined part.
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By selecting the room object in the drawing, the property toolbox will become available. The room
properties toolbox shows the following sections:

Characteristics
Here can be found the options Name, where you can choose the name of the room such as
"Kitchen" or "Living Room" and the Architectural Zone fields that allow you to assign the room to
the architectural areas.
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Geometry
In this box there is a report where the main geometric characteristics of the space are summarized
(Surface, Height, Volume and Perimeter).

Altimetric Reference System
In this section it is possible to modify the altimetric reference system for the upper part and the
lower part of the room.

Materials
In this section you can assign a material to the floor of the room. The other sections of the
property toolbox are identical to those already illustrated.

Ornamental Objects
Ornamental Wall
The ornamental wall and Arc ornamental wall objects have the same characteristics as the
Envelope object already illustrated above. To insert it, just select the object from the drawing
menu under the ribbon.

The inserting methods for this wall typology are identical to those illustrated for the vertical
envelopes, with the only peculiarity that the ornamental wall object does not close the perimeter
of the room, so it can be used as a parapet, fence wall, etc.
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Stair
This object can be made by different elements. To insert this object, just:
•

Select the relative object from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu

•

Click on the table. This operation activates the stair editor.



In the stair menu, select the stair model you want to use, for example a spiral staircase.
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Click in the editor table to insert the stair

By selecting the object the properties toolbox will became available in the right part of the window.
The spiral staircase properties toolbox has the following fields:
•

Width, specify, in meters, the distance of the outer circle from the centre of the scale.

•

Number of riser, indicate the number of risers that make up the scale.

•

Height raiser, the value in this field is automatically calculated based on the number of
steps inserted.

•

treads Length, the average length of the risers is shown.

•

Arc, in the box it is possible to specify the inner radius of the staircase and the direction of
ascent to the right or to the left.
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•

Treads / turn, indicate the number of treads that it takes to form a complete turn of the
ladder.

•

Lines, in the section, specify the appearance that the lines must take in the drawing.

Once you have made all the necessary changes to the scale, just press the Finish button on the
ribbon to confirm and close the editor. This operation activates the property toolbox for further
editing.

These properties are shown for stairs composed by multiple ramps. To insert a ramp staircase and
view its properties, just:
•

Press the Edit stair button on the ribbon to re-activate the editor.

•

Select the spiral staircase and press CANC on keyboard to delete it.

•

Select the stair object in the editor menu.

•

Click in the table to anchor the stair to the mouse cursor.

•

Make a second click in the workspace to insert the ramp stair in the drawing.
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By selecting the ramp stairs the property toolbox will become available with the following options:
•

Width, specify, in meters, the width of the stair.

•

Number of risers, indicate the number of risers that make up the stair.

•

Raised Height, the value in this field is automatically calculated based on the number of
risers inserted.

•

Treads Length , the average length of the risers is shown.

After making the necessary changes to the ramp, you want also adding a landing.
To insert a landing, just:
•

Select the Landing item in the editor menu.

•

Insert the landing in the drawing and anchor it to the stair thanks to the snaps.
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•

Reshape Appropriately the landing by using the properties toolbox options.

At this point it will be possible, for example, to insert a second stair ramp with the procedure
already described.

When entering the stair ramp it is possible, by pressing the F7 and F8 keys, to rotate the stair on
the selected point. With the F5 and F6 keys, instead, it is possible to modify the snaps point.
When no elements are selected, on the toolbox of the general properties of the stair is proposed.
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In addition to the options already seen, there are the fields for defining the tread lining, the lining
of the riser and defining the thickness of the landing and the ramp.

The height of the stair can be changed freely in the 3D view by dragging the green grip. The
dimensions can also be changed manually in the Altimetric Reference System section.
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You can add the winder object to the stair. To insert it in the drawing, just:
•

Select the winder object in the editor menu.

•

Insert the winder in the drawing and anchor it to the stair, thanks to snaps.

•

Insert a second winder and adapt it to the design by modifying the features and using the
grips.

In the drawing it is also possible to insert an stair, the insertion and customization methods are
very similar to those illustrated above for the other objects of the stair.
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Another useful feature is the possibility of edit all the edges of the stair individually. To activate the
edges editing mode, just press the Edit object button on the ribbon.

This feature allows you to reshape the polyline freely giving you the possibility of creating
particular shapes on the staircase.
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Edificius Training Course
Lesson 5
This lesson describes how to add some Edificius objects into your drawings.

Ornamental Objects
Ramp
The drawing procedure regarding the Ramp object are similar to those of the stair object. To
insert a ramp just:


Select the relative object from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu.



Click on the table. This operation activates the ramp editor.



In the ramp menu, select the ramp model you want to use, for example a normal ramp.



Click in the editor table to insert the ramp.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in the right part of the
window.
The properties toolbox has the following fields:


Width, specify, in meters, the width of the ramp.



Ramp gradient [%], specify, as a percentage, the slope of the ramp.



Ramp length, specify, in meters, the length of the ramp.



Aspect, indicate the lines characteristics of the ramp in the drawing.

Once you have made all the necessary changes to the object, you may want to add a landing, to
do so just:


Select the Landing item in the editor menu.
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Insert the landing in the drawing and anchor it to the ramp thanks to the snaps.



Reshape Appropriately the landing by using the properties toolbox options and eventually
modify the drawing by activating the Edit object button on the ribbon

At this point it will be possible, for example, to insert an arc ramp with the procedure already
described.

When entering the ramp it is possible, by pressing the F7 and F8 keys, to rotate the object on the
selected point. With the F5 and F6 keys, instead, it is possible to modify the snaps point.
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Once you have made all the necessary changes to the scale, just press the Finish button on the
ribbon to confirm and close the editor. This operation activates the property toolbox for further
editing.

This properties toolbox, is similar to that illustrated for the stair
In the Geometry section, you can also activate the options Base connections and Ramplanding connection and specify the characteristics of the material`s.
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Railing
This object can be insert drawing by nodes. To insert this object, just:


Select the relative object from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu.



Click on the table. In order to fix the starting point.



Click the necessary times in order to draw all the nodes of the object.



Click the Finish button from the ribbon bar in order to close the shape editing phases.

By selecting the object the properties toolbox will became available in the right part of the window.
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The properties toolbox, in addiction to the already discussed options, shows the following fields:



Model, in this field it is possible to choose the railing model, this can be chosen from the
BIM Object Library which is activated by pressing the relative button on the right sight.
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Invert, this option invert the side of the railing if it is not symmetrical on both sides.



Offset, in this section it is possible to give the offsets (initial, final, lateral and in height) to
the railing.



Selected segment, in this section it is possible to specify the characteristics for each
single section selected.
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Structural Objects
Column
To insert this object, just:


Select it from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu

By selecting the object the properties toolbox will became available in the right part of the window.
The properties toolbox has the following fields:

Characteristics
The following options are available in box:


Section, in this field it is possible to access the BIM Object Library to select the section of
the pillar to be used.



Alignment, activate the box where it is possible to select the alignment point of the pillar.
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Classification, where it is possible to assign a group and a type thus defining a
classification.

Geometry
The Geometry section shows the following options:


Height, specify, in meters, the height of the pillar. In the box there are options to indicate
if the connected entities (for example a beam) must also be moved and if the height must
be changed downwards, thus leaving the head of the column at the same height previously
established.



Rotation, it is possible to rotate the column, indicating the rotation angle.
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Bottom point, you can change the XY coordinates and the altitude.

Functions
The following fields are present in the functions section:


Show on top floor, it is possible to activate the option to display the shape of the column
on the upper floor to facilitate the drawing of the other objects.



Move XY, activate a box where that allows the movement of the object by specifying delta
X and delta Y, moreover, it can indicate whether the connected entities must also be
moved.

The other sections of the property toolbox are identical to those already illustrated.

Beam
To insert this object, just:


Select it from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu
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Click over the table to insert the starting point of the beam (for example over a column)



A second click to fix the ending point or directly type the exact length of the beam.

With the F5 and F6 keys, it is possible to modify the snaps point and changes the alignment of the
beam

The properties toolbox for this object is identical to the column properties toolbox.

Steel column
To insert this object, just:


Select it from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu.
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By selecting the object the properties toolbox will became available in the right part of the window.
The properties toolbox has the following fields:

The properties toolbox is identical to the one already illustrated for the column, and with regard to
the steel beam can be applied the same procedure of the normal beam
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Custom beam
This object allows to create a beam with a custom shape. To insert this object, just:


Select it from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu



Click over the table to insert the starting point of the beam and a second click to fix the
ending point. This operation will activate the custom beam editor.



Here it is possible to reshape the object profile by using the local menu functions (for
example by adding new nodes or changing the edges in arcs).
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Curved beam
To insert this object, just:


Select it from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu



Click over the table to insert the starting point of the beam and a second click to fix the
ending point.



From the 3D view modify the curvature of the beam by moving the central grip.
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From the properties toolbox it is possible to modify all the parameter of the beam.
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Beam gridwork
This object can be inserted as an horizontal envelope, so a perimeter needs to be drawn. To insert
this object, just:


Select it from the ribbon bar under the drawing – object menu



Draw the perimeter by creating the necessary nodes over the workspace and then click the
finish button to complete the object shape editing.

The gridwork now shows an uniform distribution of beam.
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By electing the object, the properties toolbox will activates, where it is possible to customize the
beams.
By enter the BIM object library, it is possible to define the beam typology (beams or steel
beams).
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The spacing/option section presents the following options:


Beams spacing, in this field it is possible to specify if the space between the beams must
be a fixed, by number or a minimum spacing. Depending on what spacing is chosen the
menu will adapt accordingly.



Beams Number, [field enabled if a beam spacing by number was chosen], specify the
number of beams that must be part of the gridwork. The program will automatically
calculate the arrangement of the beams.



Fixed spacing, [field enabled if a fixed beam spacing has been chosen], specify, in
meters, the distance between the truss beams. The program will automatically calculate
the arrangement of the beams.



Minimum spacing, [field enabled if a minimum spacing distance of the beams has been
chosen], specify, in meters, the minimum distance, which the truss beams must have. The
program will automatically calculate the arrangement of the beams.

The Features/Options section of the properties toolbox shows the following options:
•

Beams Rotation, in this field it is possible to rotate the beams by specifying the angle of
rotation.
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•

Beams with vertical angle, in this box it is possible to rotate the beams according to the
angle of the plane. The axis of the beams, therefore, remains vertical with respect to the
plane.

•

Offset S1 / Offset S2 / Offset Z, specify, in meters, any offsets with respect to the
three coordinates.

The Geometry section of the properties toolbox shows the options:
•

Shape, available for steel beams, allow the 90 degree rotation of the beam
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•

Pitching method, in this field you can select the type of slope you want to assign to the
floor (horizontal, slope line or by three points).

The beams gridwork of can also be assigned to a pitch of the roof using the appropriate
functionality of the ribbon.

Steel truss
Let’s suppose we want to draw a steel truss on columns. After drawing the columns on the
workspace, just:
•

Select the Steel Truss object from the ribbon menu of objects.
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•

Make a first click in the table to anchor the truss to be drawn at the cursor.

•

Make a second click to fix the truss in place.
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•

Make a third click to fix the truss rotation.

•

Modify the length of the truss by selecting the relative option of the local menu (left mouse
button on the end of the second section of the truss).
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The truss can be freely modified. Selecting the truss activates the properties toolbox where it is
possible to modify its characteristics.
In the Properties toolbox all element sections can be modified by loading them from the Edificius
BIM Objects Library.
Here, there are also options to choose the Truss Type and define the measurements, having
maximum flexibility for your design.
The remaining sections of the property toolbox are the same as the other objects already
illustrated.

Timber truss
Let’s suppose we want to draw a timber truss on columns. After drawing the columns on the
workspace, just:
•

Select the timber Truss object from the ribbon menu of objects.
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•

Draw a wooden truss with the same operations performed for the steel truss design.

The properties toolbox of the wooden truss is similar to that of the steel truss just described.
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Edificius Training Course
Lesson 6
This lesson describes how to insert some Edificius objects.

Filling and Coating Objects
Vertical filling
Vertical filling is an object that can be used for drains and crawl spaces. To insert a vertical fill in
the table, just:



Select the Filling object from the object menu of the ribbon.



The drawing procedure is the same as the envelope, therefore, make a first click in the
table to insert the starting point.



Make a second click to complete the fill drawing, this operation can also be performed by
typing the fill length directly from the keyboard.
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The result in the 3D view is identical as for the envelope, with the only difference that a texture is
assigned to the fill. To view the texture just select the relevant 3D view toolbar option.

Arc filling
The curved filling is an object that can be used for drains and crawl spaces. To insert a curved
filler into the table, just:


Select the arc fill object from the ribbon menu of objects.
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Drawing this object following the same procedure as for the arc envelope, therefore, make
a first click in the table to fix the starting point.



Make a second click to set the filling length, this operation can also be performed by typing
the length of the fill directly from the keyboard.



Make a third click to define the curvature.

The result in the 3D view is identical as for the arc envelope with the only difference that a texture
is assigned to the fill.
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Horizontal filling
The horizontal filling is an object that can be used for drains and crawl spaces. To insert a
horizontal fill in the table, just:


Select the relative object from the object menu of the ribbon.



The drawing is the same as for the horizontal envelope, therefore define the perimeter of
the filling by making the necessary clicks in the table.



Click on the Finish button on the ribbon to complete the fill drawing.
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Surface Lining
The Lining is used to cover surfaces and give more detail to the project.
Suppose you want to cover part of a wrapper with a different colour than the background colour.
To insert a cladding on an envelope, just:


Select the surface lining object from the objects menu of the ribbon.



Click on the envelope. This operation activates the editor in which the surface covered by
the lining is visible.
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In the editor, make the necessary perimeter changes of the cladding using the usual
modifying methods and using the functions of the ribbon.
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Once the editing stage is completed, just click on the Finish button on the ribbon to close the
editor.

False ceiling
To insert a false ceiling in the table, just:


Select the relative object from the objects menu of the ribbon.
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Define the perimeter of the false ceiling by making the necessary click.



Click the Finish button on the ribbon. This operation activates the false ceiling editor.

In the false ceiling editor it is possible to insert the surfaces that define the false ceiling by
selecting the Surface object from the ribbon.
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In the example below, three surfaces have been inserted inside the perimeter of the false ceiling.

By selecting one of the three surfaces the property toolbox will became available.

The properties toolbox shows the following sections:

Elevation
Where you can specify a different elevation for the selected surface.
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Characteristics
where there are the following fields:


solid part, choose a stratigraphy to be used for the surface from the BIM Object Library.



Thickness, specify, in millimetres, the thickness of the selected surface.



Classification, each object can be classified differently.

Geometry
where there are the following fields:


Type, in the box choose the type of geometry that the surface must take.



Plan, in this section it is possible to choose the type of definition of the plan to which the
object belongs. If you choose slope line, will became available a field in which you can
specify the slope of the plane.

Materials
In the Materials section it is possible to specify the upper and lower materials of the surface.
Once the properties of the three surfaces of the example have been defined, it is possible to join
the surfaces together.
To join in the different surfaces, just select the Vertical enclosure object from the editor's multifunction menu and draw the polyline between the false ceiling to be joined.
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Just change the inserted enclosure in the 3D view to get the desired result.

On the surfaces inserted can be insert an hole by using the relative object from the object menu of
the ribbon.
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The hole can be freely modified in the 3D view or by using the properties toolbox options.
On the surfaces it is possible to add panels by selecting the relative function from the ribbon.

The box shows the options to customize the panel type to be applied and the dimensions.
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The panels are drawn on a Magnetic Grid so at any time they can be changed by using the usual
features.

Expanse of water
This object can be used to represent water body such as seas, rivers, lakes, etc. it needs to be
drawn by nodes, defining its perimeter.
To insert it on the table, just:


Select the relative object from the ribbon.



Define the perimeter of the water body by making the necessary clicks in the workspace.



Click Finish from the ribbon.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will be activated and will became possible to modify
the characteristics and geometric measurements of the water body.

This object shows a realistic effect in Real Time Rendering where you will also see the effect of
water.
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Other Objects
Solid extrusion
Solid extrusion can be used to give more detail to the project and can be drawn by nodes.
To insert a solid Extrusion in the workspace, just:


Select the Extrusion (solid) object from the ribbon.



Define the length of the extrusion by making the necessary clicks in the table.



Click the Finish button from the ribbon.
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By selecting the extrusion, the properties toolbox will became available and it will be possible to
modify the characteristics and the geometric measurements of the object.
Here you can select a specific profile choosing from the BIM Object Library (for example a gutter).

The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the other objects.
The Solid Extrusion object can also be inserted using the features of the ribbon:



MG3D, automatic generation starting from a Magnetic Grid defined scheme.



Solid, automatic generation starting from the Solid elements on the ground.

Sunshades
To insert a Sunshade in the table just select the relative object from the menu on the ribbon and
click on the table.
By selecting the sunshades in the right part of the program window will activate the toolbox of the
properties in which it is possible to modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the
object. The sunshade, of course, can also be modified directly from the 3D view.
In the toolbox, by accessing the BIM object library, it is possible to select a model among the
different sunscreens available.
The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the other objects.
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Panel
To insert a panel in the table just select the relative object from the menu on the ribbon and click
on the table.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

In the toolbox, by accessing the BIM object library, it is possible to select a model among the
different panels available.
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The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the other objects.
The panel, of course, can also be changed directly from the 3D view. Thanks to the hand grips it
can also be rotated on three axes, in fact selecting an axis activates the rotation mode.

Tree
To insert this object in the table just select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

In the toolbox, by accessing the BIM object library, it is possible to select a model among the
different panels available.
This object, of course, can also be changed directly from the 3D view.
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3D Block
With the 3D block there are endless possibilities on designing objects. For example, external
arrangements, lighting elements, interior furnishings, vehicles, etc.
To insert a 3D object in the table just select the relative option from the menu on the ribbon and
click on the table.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

In the toolbox, by accessing the BIM object library, it is possible to select a model among the
different panels available or even choose one among the thousands present on the online archive.

The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the other objects.
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Sun Awning
To insert this object in the table just select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table.



A first click on the table to anchor the object to the mouse cursor.



A second click on the point in which to position the awning (for example on a vertical
envelope).
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A third click to define the rotation.



Make the appropriate changes directly in the 3D drawing by using the Magnetic Grid.

By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

It is also possible to specify the opening percentage and the number of horizontal supports to be
inserted.

The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the other objects.
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Light well
To insert this object in the table just select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table.


First click on the point in which to position the object.



A second click to define its rotation.

By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.
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The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the other objects.

Downspout
To insert this object in the table just select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table, then:


A first click on the table to anchor the object to the mouse cursor.
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A second click on the point in which to position the object (for example on a vertical
envelope).



A third click to define its rotation.

By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.
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The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the other objects.
By using the Magnetic Grid In the 3D view, the modification of the drainspout result very easy and
fast.

Shed
To insert this object in the table, select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table.
Then, just:


A first click on the table to anchor the object to the mouse cursor.



A second click on the point in which to position the object (for example on a vertical
envelope).



A third click to define the rotation.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which it will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

In the toolbox it is possible to select the roof beams profiles among the models available the BIM
Object Library in the different sections (beams, Steel beams or Profiles and Shapes).
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The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the other objects.
By using the Magnetic Grid In the 3D view, the modification of the drainspout result very easy and
fast.
By using the Magnetic Grid In the 3D view, the shed editing result very easy and fast.

With Magnetic Grid and the local menu options it is possible to change the length of the shed.
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The shed structure can also be duplicated by adding other modules or divided into several modules

Animated character
The Animation feature for characters is available only for the Real Time Rendering (RTBIM
module).
To insert an animated character into the workspace, just select the relative object from the ribbon
and click in the table.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which it will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

The property toolbox, in addition to the options already seen for other objects, shows the following
fields:


Model, it is possible to modify the model of the animated character by selecting it directly
inside the Edificius BIM Objects Library which is activated by selecting the relative button of
the field.



Animation, you can specify the type of animation that the character must perform.
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If, for example, a walking animation is chosen, in the table will became necessary specify
the path the character must take (by drawing a polyline).



Speed, specify the speed of the animated character.

The animation of the object is activated in the Real Time Rendering view.

Animated vehicle
The Animation feature for vehicle is available only for the Real Time Rendering (RTBIM module).
To insert an animated vehicle into the workspace, just select the relative object from the ribbon
and click in the table.

By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which it will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.
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The property toolbox and the way the animated vehicle path is defined are similar to the animated
character object illustrated above.

The animation of the object is visible in the Real Time Rendering view.
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Lift
To insert this object in the table just select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table.
Then:



A first click on the table to anchor the object to the mouse cursor.



A second click on the point in which to position the object (for example on a vertical
envelope).



A third click to define the rotation.
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Click once more to define the size of the elevators room.

By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which it will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

The property toolbox, in addition to the options already seen for other objects, presents the
following fields:
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Number of landing, specify the number of stops the lift must have.



Lift rest position, indicate at which stop the cabin should be displayed in the 3D view.



landing management, in this box you can choose for each floor the access type of the
elevator (front or rear) and define the height of the entrance.
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anchor spacing, specify the pitch of the elevator anchors.



Accessories, in this section you can choose different models for the lift accessories.



Type of lift, it is possible to choose the lift type from those proposed in the field list box.

Furthermore, it is possible to change the cabin and door dimensions in the appropriate sections.
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Electrical Systems Component
Device box
To insert this object in the table just select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table.
Then A first click on the table to anchor the object on the wall and a second click to define the
rotation.

By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which it will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.
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The toolbox of the properties, in addition to the options already seen for the other objects,
presents the fields in which it is possible to insert a Denomination, choose a box Type and
indicate the Series. Furthermore, there is a section where to define the characteristics and the
position of the box.

Junction box
To insert this object in the table just select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table.
Then A first click on the table to anchor the object on the wall and a second click to define the
rotation.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which it will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the device box.
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Switchboard
To insert this object in the table just select it from the menu on the ribbon and click on the table.

Then A first click on the table to anchor the object on the wall and a second click to define the
rotation.
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By selecting the object, the properties toolbox will became available in which it will be possible to
modify the characteristics and geometric measurements of the object.

The properties toolbox sections available are very similar to those illustrated for the device box.
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Lesson 7
This lesson describes the Edificius BIM Objects Library.

BIM Objects Library
The BIM Object Library is a container of parametric objects models used in Edificius.
The BIM Objects Library is divided into Project, General, User and Title blocks. To access the
libraries, just select the proper node from the program's Navigator.

The BIM Objects Library - Project collects all the models used in the current project and the
models created directly in the Project Library.
The BIM Object Library - General collects all the models that have been installed with the
software and cannot be modified.
The BIM Objects Library - User collects all the models created within the library itself, can be
freely modified and is always the same for all the projects.
The BIM Object Library – title blocks collects all the title blocks.
The windows from the BIM Object Libraries are activated by double clicking on the proper
Navigators node.

Pattern
Let’s assume you want to create a pattern from the User library. In order to create a new one you
just need to:
•

Double click on BIM Object Library - User on the Navigator node;

•

Select Patterns from the Library Menu to open the proper Library section.
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•

In the left panel of the library create a new folder, for example a "test" folder, and by
clicking the right mouse button select the relative local menu.
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•

Insert a new item into the test folder by selecting Append \ Element from local menu.

•

Select the new element in the window and click the button Import from file from the
properties toolbox. This operation open the dialog in which you have to select the .PAT file
you want to import.
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•

Select the .PAT file and press the Open button. This operation will opens the pattern in the
selected library.

•

click the Confirm button on the patterns toolbar to permanently assign the pattern to the
created element.

By selecting the newly defined element from the right part of the programs window, you will
activate the properties toolbox in which it is possible to modify the pattern properties.

The property toolbox shows the following fields:
•

Title, you can change the name of the selected pattern.

•

Description, enter a description of the selected pattern.

Hatch Pattern
•

Model, select the pattern type of the pattern.

•

Import from file, you can import a pattern with the file .PAT extension.

•

Name, indicate which model to use among the different models saved in the .PAT file.
Indeed, a loaded .PAT file can have multiple patterns.
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•

Description, specify a description for each pattern of the .PAT file.

•

Print Preview, indicate the thickness of the lines and the size factor of the pattern.

The other toolbox sections are similar to those already seen for objects.

Materials and Colours
Let’s suppose you want to create your own material in the User library. In order to create a new
one you need to:
•

Double click on the BIM Object Library-User Navigator node in order to open the
Library.

•

Select Materials and Colours from the library menu to open the library section.

•

In the left panel of the library create a new folder, for example a "bricks" folder, and by
clicking the right mouse button select the relative local menu.

• Insert a new item into the bricks folder by selecting Append \ item from local menu.
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•

In the editor it is possible to define the basic properties of the material to be inserted in the
library.

•

Click the Confirm dialog button to create a default material with the selected features.

While some properties can be chosen from the wizard, other characteristics needs to be define on
this stage, like for example the texture:
•

select the “import from file” option from the list box that is activated in the Image field
within the colour/texture section of the property toolbox. This operation opens the dialog
where the texture can be selected from.
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•

In the dialog window select the desired texture and press the Open button.

Now it is possible to assign a pattern to the material, choosing it from the library which will open
by clicking the pattern button from the properties toolbox.
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The selected pattern will be loaded and shown in the Main window of the modified material.

Under the Effects window it is possible to customize deeply the properties of the material to be
modified. The Effects window has the following sections:
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Reflection Maps
The reflection section allows you to choose which maps workflow you prefer to use, weather you
want a specular gloss map or a roughness map type. These types of maps brings information on
how the material must reflect light. In order to load an image for the Specular Map just select it in
the dialog that came up from the relative field of the property toolbox.

They are black and white maps in which the dark areas are less reflective then the light areas
which represent the brightest and most reflective parts, so the more white they are and the more
reflective they will be.
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Normal Map
The Normal Map brings information on how the reflected light underline the roughness of the
material. In order to load an image for the Normal Map just select it in the dialog that came up
from the relative field of the property toolbox.

The Normal Map is a blue colourmap and it is meant to improve the details of the material giving a
much more detailed appearance in its 3D geometry, allows you to observe depressions or
elevations such as holes, cracks, scratches, etc. In this type of map the darker areas are
represented as wrinkle over the material surface and the lighter ones as the ridges.

Alpha Mask
Is a texture that bring information about surfaces holes. In fact the texture will have holes where
the Alpha Mask present a black colouring. We will see this function in dept later in this lesson.
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Height Map
The Height Map contains the pixel depth information. So, for example you can get information on
a roughness in the material or the tiles joints of a floor, etc. To load an Height Map image just
select it in the dialog that came up from the relative field of the property toolbox.

The Height map is a black and white map that tell the software which areas are higher (light
colour) than other (dark colour). This map (differently from the previous maps) operates directly
over the models geometry, indeed each pixel of the map actually brings information regarding its
own highness.

For each of the previous textures, in the properties toolbox, it is possible to specify what
percentage of the map will take part on the definition of the material surface composition.
On the main materials window, after restarting the rendering, you can see the result of the
textures added to the model.
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On the RTBIM window of the material to be modify you can see a preview of the materials render
in RTBIM.

At this point, from the properties toolbox, it will be possible to freely modify all the properties and
geometries of the materials checking dynamically the material preview.

In order to apply the changes on the model you just need to click the confirmation button.
Here another example of how to create a material but this time considering the Alpha mask.
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Just create a new material and follow this steps:

Import a texture in the colour/texture section of the properties toolbox, for example an
alternate pattern of bricks that leave empty space between the each block
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The newly loaded textured shows white spaces.

In order to get hole instead of white spaces we need to upload an additional texture in the Alpha
Mask from the transparency/image section of the properties toolbox.

After loading the Alpha Mask, over the RTBIM window it is possible to notice how the material now
present holes instead of white parts.
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You can also apply a Specular and a Normal Map to the texture following the steps we already saw
before.

Materials Layer Elements
In order to create a new Materials Layer Element in the User library, you just need to:


Double click over the User Library node in the left panel; the proper library windows will
came up.



Select the Material Layer Element section from the main menu
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Create a new element into the desired folder by selecting the appropriate option from the
local menu.

After creating it, it will be possible to modify the element from the properties toolbox.
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Here indeed you can modify title, description, typology, thermo-physics properties and so on. You
can even assign an image, a basic colour or a pattern to your material.

Material Layer
In order to create a new Material Layer into the User Library you just need to:


Double click over User the BIM Object Library node (left panel) to open the project
Object Library.



From the library menu select Material Layer; here you will find two folders, vertical and
horizontal which are related to the two typologies of layers.
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Create a new folder inside the preferred category by using the appropriate option from the
local menu as follow.



Create a new element into this folder.

At this point you will have a new Material Layer that need to be defined in details and to do so just
open the Material Layer editor.
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To access the editor you just need to click the edit button from the toolbar.

Inside this editor it is possible to define the Material Layers adding stratifications as needed. To
add new layers just click the small arrows buttons of the down side of the window.

Here you need to specify the thickness of the selected layer, end you will also find the following
From this bar you can chose along two add button:


Add to the left, by clicking this button you will create a new layer to the left, which is the
internal side of the element. For example you can add an interior plaster from the library.



Add to the right, by clicking this button you will create a new layer to the right, which is
the external side of the element. For example you can add an hollow brick from the library.



By clicking the edit button it will be possible to modify the selected layer.

In addition you have the button that allow you to move along the layers and delete the unwanted
layers.
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In the upper side of the window there are the buttons that allows you to visualize temperatures
pressure and pattern as a diagram inside the layers.

Once you have define all the layers, you will find the thermal properties of the element on the
right panel, by clicking the finish you will confirm all the modifications.

In the left panel of the Material Layers window you can find a Cross-section box where it is
possible to customise the viewing stile of the sectioned part visible from the Floor plans and
Sections Working Drawing.
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In order to modify the Cross-section you just need to edit the relative node on the properties
toolbox, where you can define line, pattern or filling and all the other information related to the
Material Layer.

By using the relative button in the upper side of the windows you can even publish your Element
in the on line BIM Object Library or sharing it by social networks.
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In this lesson we will describe another section of Edificius’s BIM Object Library

BIM Object Library
The BIM Object Library is a container of parametric objects models used in Edificius.
To access the libraries, just select the proper node from the program's Navigator.

Beams and Columns
Inside the BIM Library it is possible to create a section dedicated to Beams and Columns, just
following this steps:


Double click over the User BIM Library Object node of the navigator panel; this
operation will open the related library window.



Select the Beams and Column node from the window.



Create a new element by selecting the Append / Element option from the local menu, for
example into the “rectangular section” folder.
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Modify the dimensions from the properties toolbox that just came up.

Following this procedure it will be also possible to create more complex geometries such as the
typical “H” section. Indeed, the toolbox it will auto-adapt according to the chosen geometry in
order to allow the maximum freedom of customization.
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Furthermore it is possible to create a completely customised section, just modifying each single
segment of the section. In order to do so, just follow these steps:


Insert a new element into the “personalized section” folder and select the Append /
Element from the local menu. This operation will open the window for the personalised
section.



Click on edit in order to start the editing section for your customised shape.

The editor window allows you to freely modify all the segment of the section using the local menu
options. Additionally it is possible to male hole in to the section using the relative function from the
editor toolbar.
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Steel Profiles
In the BIM Library it is possible to create Steel Profiles, to do so you just need to:


Double click over the User BIM Library Object node of the navigator panel; this
operation will open the related library window.



Select the Steel Profiles node from the window.



Create a new element by selecting the Append / Element option from the local menu, for
example into the “Composite” element folder.
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This operation will open the window for the personalised section. The Profile editor window allows
you to modify the element or loading models directly from the library, using the relative functions
from the properties toolbox.
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Doors
In the BIM Library it is possible to make a Door, and to do so you just need to:


Double click over the User BIM Library Object node of the navigator panel; this
operation will open the related library window.



Select the Doors node from the window.



In the left side of the library it is possible to create a new folder by selecting the relative
function from the local menu (to be opened with a right-mouse click) and rename it, for
example, “door”



insert a new element into the folder by selecting the Append option from the local menu,
for example into the “Composite” element folder.
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Once the new element is created it will be possible to make modifications from the properties
toolbox.

In a first session it is possible to edit width and height of the model.
Select the door’s element to be modified and the relative properties toolbox will appear on the
right side.
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The Frame properties toolbox shows the following options:


Title, type the title of the door.



Description, type a description for the
door.

Door


Width, specify the width of the door.



Height, specify the height of the door.



Materials, specify the materials of the
frame and the glass of the door.

box


Description, insert a description for
the box.



Repeat box, you can repeat the box
horizontally and vertically by specifying
its dimensions.

Frame


Frame, displays or hides the door frame.



Double, you can add a second frame to the door.



Bevel, a bevel can be applied to the frame.

Width, specify the width of the frame in millimetres.
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Depth, specify the depth of the frame in millimetres.



Sides visible, in this box you can select the sides of the frame to be displayed.

The IFC and Atteched sections are the same as already illustrated in the previous lessons.
The properties toolbox of the Door Box shows the following options:


Title, type the title of the door.



Description, type a description for the door.
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Door


Width, specify the width of the door.



Height, specify the height of the door.



Materials, specify the materials of the frame and the glass of the door.

Box


Description, insert a description for the box.



Repeat box, you can repeat the box horizontally and vertically by specifying its
dimensions.



Additional inner panels, you can divide the box into multiple boxes, either horizontally
and vertically and specify the percentages.

Panel Door


Type, choose a type of door (hinged, sliding, book, etc.) to be assigned to the selected
box, additional option will be shown in the toolbox from which to choose the opening
typology, the opening angle and the type of handle. In the 3D view the relative handles will
be enable to define the opening side, the hinges and so on.

Frame


Frame, display / hide the door frame.



Double, you can add a second frame to the door.



Chamfering, a chamfer can be applied to the frame.



Width, specify, in millimetres, the width of the frame.



Depth, specify, in millimetres, the depth of the frame.



Sides visible, in this box you can select the sides of the frame to be displayed.



displayed.
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Depending on the type of panel selected there will be additional option on the toolbox.

Once the door has been changed, just press the confirmation button on the toolbar.
It is possible to assign different materials to all the elements that compose the door.
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By choosing a custom door it will be possible to define the shape, just need to open the editor by
selecting Edit contour from the toolbar.

Windows
A window can be created in the BIM Library, to do so you just need to:


Double click over the User BIM Library Object node of the navigator panel; this
operation will open the related library window.



Select the Windows node from the window.



In the left side panel of the library, create a new folder (for example the "window" folder).
In order to obtaining it, just select the relative local menu option that is activated by
clicking with the right mouse button.
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Insert a new item in the newly created folder by selecting Append from the local menu
(right-mouse click to open the local menu).

Once created the new element you can edit it in the properties toolbox sections.

In an first session it is possible to assign a width and a height to the window.
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At the right bottom of the windows there is the Structure box where you can select the element
of the window to be modified. Selecting a window element, in fact, activates the related property
toolbox.
The ways you can customize this toolbox window are very similar to those already seen for the
door.

By choosing a custom window will be possible to define its shape, just need to open the editor by
selecting Edit contour from the toolbar.
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Sunscreen
Inside the BIM Library it is possible to create a sunscreen, to make it just following this steps:


Double click over the User BIM Library Object node of the navigator panel; this
operation will open the related library window.



Select the Sunscreen node from the window.



On the left panel of the library add a new folder by clicking with the right mouse and
choosing the appropriate function
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Create a new element by selecting the Append option from the local menu and choosing
the desired model.

Once created the new element, it will be customisable from the properties toolbox.
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In an first session it is possible to assign a width and a height to the sunscreen.
At the right bottom of the windows there is the Structure box where you can select the element
of the sunscreen to be modified. Selecting a sunscreen element, in fact, activates the related
property toolbox.
The ways you can customize this toolbox sunscreen are very similar to those already seen for the
door.
Additionally, the sunscreen properties toolbox provide a dedicated section in which it is possible to
customise the strips/slats.

Panels
A Panel can be created in the BIM Library, to do so you just need to:


Double click over the User BIM Library Object node of the navigator window; this
operation will open the related library window.



Select the panel node from the window.
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On the left panel of the library add a new folder by clicking with the right mouse and
choosing the appropriate function.



Create a new element by selecting the Append option from the local menu and choosing
the desired model.

Once created the new element, it will be customisable from the properties toolbox.
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In an first session it is possible to assign a width and a height to the sunscreen.
At the right bottom of the windows there is the Structure box where you can select the element
of the panel to be modified. Selecting a panel element, in fact, activates the related property
toolbox.
The ways you can customize this panel toolbox are very similar to those already seen for the door.

Railings
The Railing can be created in the BIM Library, to do so you just need to:


Double click over the User BIM Library Object node of the navigator window; this
operation will open the related library window.



Select the Railings node from the window.



Create a new element by selecting the Append option from the local menu and choosing
the desired model.
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Once created the new element, it will be customisable from the properties toolbox.

Selecting an element (Level, Runner, Pole, Balustrade, etc.) of the railing will activates the related
property toolbox.

Level
The railing is defined by levels which are used as heights references for the different elements that
compose the model. In order to add a new level you just need to click the proper button from the
toolbar and define a height value from the properties toolbox.
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Runner
Runner can be used to draw a handrail or any other horizontal element. The runner can be moved
from a level to another just using the appropriate option from the properties toolbox.

Pole
The pole element can be divided in three categories: Starting pole, Intermediate poles and End
pole.

Balustrade
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The balustrade can be edited by clicking the edit button from the toolbar. Into this new editor it
can be possible to add new element.

By selecting Extrusion / Panel for example it will be possible to add a spear tip shape.

After adding a panel, you can import a premade profile element from the BIM object library, like a
spear for example.

Also in the property toolbox it is possible to create a circular profile and confirm.
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The railing can be freely modified as well as the pole distance, the offsets and so on directly from
the properties toolbox. In addition it can be used even the magnetic grid in order to have a guide
to follow for the editing.

For example, the new element can also be repeated with the appropriate options from the
property toolbox.
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Profile and Shapes
The following example shows how to insert a corrugated sheet using a solid extrusion, by creating a new
profile with custom section within the BIM Object Library. In order to do so, you just need to:


Double click over the User BIM Library Object node of the navigator window; this operation will
open the related library window.



Select the Profile and Shapes node from the window.
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In the left panel of the library create a new folder by selecting the appropriate option from
the local menu (right-mouse click to open the local menu).



Create a new element by selecting the Append/ Custom Profile option from the local
menu and choosing the desired model.



In order to modify the section you just need to click the edit button from the toolbar.



You can import a DXF/DWG file to be used as guideline clicking the appropriate function.
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From the drawing section of the toolbar choose the polyline function in order to draw the
shape of the profile ( using the DXF/DWG as a reference).



Change the thickness of your polyline from the right panel.

Now the Corrugate shape is complete and it will be available as a solid extrusion.
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Landscapes design with Edificius-Land
In this lesson we will see how to insert some objects into the Terrain editor of Edificius-LAND.
Edificius-LAND is the software solution for outdoor spaces, gardens, green areas and landscapes
design.
With Edificius-LAND it is possible to obtain detailed plans of the gardens and the landscape, with
the legends related to the tree species used, the furnishings, etc. All of them can also be exported
in dxf, dwg and pdf format.
To open the Edificius-LAND environment, simply click
bottom left of the Navigator panel.

the Terrain integration button at the

Terrain Design
When starting with the Terrain environment, the first thing to do is to draw the perimeter of the
terrain with the appropriate function from the object menu. By clicking on the layer the local menu
will came up ad it will be possible to choose whether to draw the perimeter or import the
morphology of the terrain from Google Maps.
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The terrain perimeter can be drawn by click, making the necessary nodes in the level to draw the
desired perimeter and then press the End button of the toolbar.

By selecting the drawn terrain, the property toolbox is activated and so will be possible to define
the characteristics and the geometrical properties of the terrain.
To further modifications of the perimeter shape you can use the Edit functions to add an offset,
change a segment in to an arc or insert new nodes.

Once the terrain perimeter has been defined, the terrain morphology can be modified using the
contour lines entity from the object menu.
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Contour lines
To edit the contour lines, simply select it from object from the toolbar Objects menu and draw the
segments manually.

Import dxf/dwg
Alternatively, a DXF / DWG model can be used as reference. Load the file by selecting the
appropriate entity from the object menu and:

 Click the DXF/DWG button on the toolbar to enable automatic recognition of the contour
lines.
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 Make a selection rectangle of the area in which you want to recognize the contour lines.

By selecting the terrain contour lines, the properties toolbox will be available end it will be possible
to define the properties and geometries of the segments.
Any modification of the single line, as for example the elevation, can be made also from the 3D view.

Or eventually you can modify the line properties directly from the toolbar
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Contour Plan
As for the line also the Contour plan should be drawn point by point and each nodes can be
located at different elevation. The Contour plan it id drown by closed triangle and to insert one you
just need to:


Select the Contour Plan object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Click by click Draw the triangles that are part of the contour plan.



Close the triangle editing by clicking the Finish button.



Makes all the modifications desired and assign the elevation value for each node by using
the properties toolbox or eventually changing the elevation directly from the 3D view
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Elevation Node
In order to insert the elevation nodes you just need to


Select the Elevation Node object from the drawing menu of the toolbar



Click on your table in order to insert as much node as you need.
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Makes all the modifications desired and assign the elevation value for each node by using
the properties toolbox or eventually changing the elevation directly from the 3D view

Once you finish the modelling stage of the terrain surface (survey level) we can move on to the
next step: the inserting of the objects that define your project (project levels).

Earthworks
The earthworks function allows you to create excavations, landfill and escarpment. In order to
insert an earthwork you need to:


Select the Earthwork object from the drawing toolbar.
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Draw the earthwork perimeter inserting nodes on the terrain surface. Once inserted, the
earthwork will be an horizontal surface with an elevation equal to the height average of the
defined area.

To apply an elevation value to the terrain nodes just need to select the appropriate function
from the toolbar.
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By selecting the earthwork, on the right side panel will appear the properties toolbox where it will
be possible to modify all the parameters and geometries of the object. the earthwork can be
modify also from the 3D vis as seen before. Each segment of the excavation can be modify using
the Edit function.
Using the Escarpment button from the toolbar, an escarpment can be assigned to the slopes of
the object, it is also possible to choose an appropriate offset.
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Fixed section cut
A fixed section cut is an excavation that maintain a specific fixed section, the dimension can be
defined from the properties toolbox. to draw this object you need to:


Select the fixed section cut object from the drawing toolbar.



Draw the cut guideline by inserting nodes on the terrain surface.



By selecting the Set width button from the toolbar you can modify the width of the
excavation.

As for the previous objects, also the Fixed section cut can be modified directly from the 3D view
using the Edit button from the toolbar.
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Additionally a scarp wall can be assign to the cut using the appropriate function from the toolbar.

Terrain Area
Terrain area allows to define a specific zone of the terrain which will be shown with a different
colouring. From the properties toolbox it will be possible to check all the information related to the
selected area.
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In order to define an area you just need to:


Select the terrain area object from the drawing toolbar.



Draw the perimeter by inserting nodes on the terrain surface.



Click the finish button from the toolbar.

Terrain objects
Road
The road object need to be draw by nodes, each point takes the elevation value of the nearby
terrain and so the road will follow the morphology of the land surface. In order to draw a road you
need to:


Select the Road object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.
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Draw the road path by clicking over the terrain surface.



Click on the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing session of the road.

By selecting the already drawn road these new function buttons will appear on the toolbar:



Edit, will activate a dedicated menu that allows modification of the selected route,
changing segment in to arc, add offset, add or delete nodes and so on.
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Set width, will activate a box in which can be inserted a width value for the selected road.



Escarpments, will activate a box from which can be defined the sides of the road whether
they are excavated or in relief (and their measurements).



Nodes on Terrain, lock or unlock to the terrain all the edges nodes of the selected object.



Lft side Solid, it is possible to add a block to the left side of the road (could be a sidewalk,
corridor etc). the software automatically add a rectangular solid extrusion which can be
modified in shape or exchanged with a different one from the library.



Rgt side Solid, it is possible to add a block to the right side of the road (could be a
sidewalk, corridor etc). the software automatically add a rectangular solid extrusion which
can be modified in shape or exchanged with a different one from the library.

From the properties toolbox it will be possible toto modify the characteristics ad geometries of
each node of the road. And it will be possible also unlock the height reference node of the object
in order to move it vertically (directly on the 3D view) and define a new altimetry and bending of
the road.

The material layer can be modify by selecting it from the BIM object Library of the properties
toolbox.
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Yard
A yard can be drawn by nodes, it will represent both an earthwork and a surface with a proper
material composition. In order to draw a yard you need to:


Select the yard object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Draw the yard perimeter by clicking over the terrain surface.



Click on the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing session of the yard.

The procedure used to edit the object and its properties are the same as seen previously for the
road.
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Stairs
The stairs editing process is the same as the one seen previously for the architectural
environment. In order to draw a stair you need to:


Select the stair object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Click over the terrain surface and a dedicate editor for the stairs will be opened.



Choose the desired stair model from the drawing menu.



Click over the drawing table in order to insert the object.

By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows.
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The functions that can be used from this toolbox are the same as seen previously for the stairs in
the architectural environment. Over the terrain environment the stair object will automatically
create its own earthwork.

Ramp
In order to draw a ramp you need to:


Select the stair object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Click over the terrain surface and a dedicate editor for the ramp will be opened.



Choose the desired ramp model from the drawing menu.



Click over the drawing table in order to insert the object.

By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows.
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The functions that can be used from this toolbox are the same as seen previously for the ramp in
the architectural environment. Over the terrain environment the ramp object will automatically
create its own earthwork.

Landscaping Objects
Landscaping wall
A wall can be drawn by nodes, in order to draw a wall you need to:


Select the Landscaping wall object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Draw the landscaping wall path by clicking over the terrain surface.



Click on the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing session of the wall.
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The wall will follow the terrain morphology.
By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows.
therefore It will be possible to edit some properties of the wall. From the toolbar it will be possible
to choose the following editing functions:



Edit, will activate a dedicated menu that allows modification of the selected node,
changing segment in to arc, add offset, add or delete nodes and so on.



Nodes on Terrain, lock or unlock to the terrain all the nodes of the selected object.



Railings, will activate a dedicated box that allows to add a railing which can be edited
from the properties toolbox and from the 3D view.
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Solid, it can be possible to add a solid extrusion over the wall edge (for example a wall
cap). The software will automatically add an extrusion that can be freely modify in shape or
dimensions or eventually exchanged with a different one from the BIM object libraries.

By selecting the relatives functions from the toolbar a wall can be automatically drawn on the road
or yard edge or from the solid object present on the terrain surface.

On the side of a wall can be added a terrain filling by selecting the dedicated function from the
properties toolbox and by clicking on the wall surface.
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Flower bed
A Flower bed can be drawn by nodes, in order to draw it you need to:


Select the Flower bed object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Draw the Flower bed path by clicking over the terrain surface.
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Click on the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing session of the Flower
bed.

The Flower bed can be freely modified for example changing a segment into an, inserting nodes etc..

From the toolbar it can be possible to choose the following functions:


Edit, will activate a dedicated menu that allows modification of the selected node,
changing segment in to arc, add offset, add or delete nodes and so on.



Railings, will activate a dedicated box that allows to add a railing directly over the flower
bed wall and which can be edited from the properties toolbox and from the 3D view.



Solid, it can be possible to add a solid extrusion over the flower bed wall (for example a
wall cap). The software will automatically add a rectangular extrusion that can be freely
modify in shape or dimensions or eventually exchanged with a different one from the BIM
object libraries.
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By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows.
therefore It will be possible to edit all the properties of the flower bed. For example it will be
possible to add vegetation like tree (just follow the steps we already described on the previous
lessons).

Swimming pool
A swimming pool can be drawn by nodes, in order to draw it you need to:


Select the Swimming pool object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Draw the swimming pool perimeter by clicking over the terrain surface.



Click the finish button of the toolbar in order to close the drawing.

The swimming pool can be freely modified for example changing a segment into an arc, inserting
nodes etc..
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From the toolbar it can be possible to choose the following functions:



Edit, will activate a dedicated menu that allows modification of the selected node,
changing segment in to arc, add offset, add or delete nodes and so on.



Railings, will activate a dedicated box that allows to add a railing directly over the flower
bed wall and which can be edited from the properties toolbox and from the 3D view.



Solid, it can be possible to add a solid extrusion over the swimming pool wall (for example
a wall cap). The software will automatically add a rectangular extrusion that can be freely
modify in shape or dimensions or eventually exchanged with a different one from the BIM
object libraries.
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By selecting the inserted object a properties toolbox will appear on the right side of the windows.
therefore It will be possible to edit all the properties of the swimming pool. For example it will be
possible to add vegetation like tree (just follow the steps we already described on the previous
lessons).

Vegetation
On the terrain surface it will be possible to add vegetation just following these few steps


Select the vegetation object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Draw the vegetation polyline by clicking over the terrain surface.
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The inserted vegetation can be customised using a large variety of essences. In fact you just need
to choose the desired tree or bushes from the properties toolbox, under the BIM object library.
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In the properties toolbox you can also modify all the related parameter such as dimension, density
and scattering of the plants.
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Edificius Training Course
Lesson 10
In this lesson we will see how to insert Working Drawings and 2D graphic objects.

Working Drawings
Here how to insert and edit the Working Drawings

Floor Plan
To customise a Working Drawing adding the Floor Plan you need to:


Select the floor plan from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



A first click on the table in order to link the object to the mouse cursor.
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A second click to lock the object to the drawing and open the offset editing dialog.



In the offset field digit the elevation of the desired horizontal section for our floor plan and
the name of the drawing.



Click the finish button and a new working drawing will appear into the left tree menu.



Double click over the drawing node to open it.
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Custom stile for working drawings
Customisations can be applied to the working drawings:


Open the visibility menu from the toolbar and hide or unhide object categories from
visibility.



By clicking the style button it will be possible to choose among different styles of
representation and eventually make a new custom one.
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By choosing the edit Style button an editing windows will appear. From this window it can be
possible to freely modify each layer of the drawing even for all the sectioned object of our model.

For each layer there are different level of customization, for example for the tree we will have:


Drawing referred to the 2D block linked to the object



Image, an image can be linked to the object



Silhouette, is the realistic representation of the object viewed from above.
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For the window instead there will be more level of customization:

Each of these levels can be enabled or disable d by clicking on the light bulb and modified by edit
the field of the lines (colour, style and thickness), background and hatch (colour and thickness)
columns.

The edited style can be saved and eventually load in other project (using the appropriate button
from the toolbar).

Construction detail in working drawings
Under the working drawing it is possible to choose among the following functions

Construction detail
In order to create a detail of your working drawing you need to:
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Select the detail object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Draw the selection rectangle around the desired detail area.



A new node (detail) will appear in the navigation tree on the left panel



Double click on the node to open the newly created construction detail drawing.
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By opening the detail drawing also a properties toolbox will be available on the right panel. The
properties toolbox will show all the function you need in order to modify the drawing.

Material layer in working drawings
To draw the materials layer details of the object on your working drawing you need to:


Select the Material layer object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Click on the wall from which you want the material layer composition. This operation will
lock the initial point of the arrow while at the end will be positioned the Material
composition diagram.



Move the cursor over the surface and choose the exact position for the diagram.

By selecting the material composition diagram you will have access to the properties toolbox on
the right panel.
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Drawing Scale in working drawings
To insert a Drawing Scale of the floor plan on your working drawing you need to:


Select the drawing scale object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



With a first click anchor the scale drawing to the mouse cursor.



A second click will fix the scale in position over the drawing table.

By selecting the scale drawing you will have access to the properties toolbox on the right panel.

Drawing Model Title in working drawings
To insert the Drawing title on your working drawing you need to:


Select the Drawing Model title object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.
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With a first click anchor the Title to the mouse cursor.



A second click will fix the title in position over the drawing table.

By selecting the title drawing you will have access to the properties toolbox on the right panel.

Material Layer Legend in working drawings
To insert the Legend on your working drawing you need to:


Select the Material Layer Legend object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



With a first click anchor the legend to the mouse cursor.



A second click will fix the legend in position over the drawing table.

Directly into the legend it is possible to modify the patterns using the button that come up by
clicking over the legend.
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By selecting the legend you will have access to the properties toolbox on the right panel.

2D Graphics
Here we will see the 2D graphics option available from the drawing menu.

Point, line, DXF and construction grids
Guide point
The guide point can be used as reference and to insert it you need to:


Select the guide point object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



With a first click anchor the guide point to the mouse cursor.
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A second click will fix the point in position over the drawing table.

Over the properties toolbox it will be possible to modify the length of the segment, the layer and
the colour that define the guide point.

Parallel Guide Line
The parallel guide line can be used as reference and to insert it you need to:


Select the parallel guide line object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



With a first click fix the direction of the guide line parallel to an object.



A second click at an a desired distance will fix the line in position parallel to the previously
selected object.

Rectangular MagneticGrid2D
A rectangular magnetic grid 2D can be used as reference grid in order to help the drawing
process. To insert the magnetic grid just follow these few steps:
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Select the Rectangular MagneticGrid2D object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Click over the drawing in order to open the dimensioning dialog in which can be defined the
number and dimension of both row and column of our grid.



Click the confirm button and the new grid will be locked to the mouse cursor.
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Another click and the grid will be fixed in the desired position.

The grid can be freely modified by using the appropriate option from the local menu.

Radial MagneticGrid2D
A radial magnetic grid 2D can be used as reference grid in order to help the drawing process. To
insert the magnetic grid just follow these few steps:


Select the Radial MagneticGrid2D object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Click over the drawing in order to open the dimensioning dialog in which can be defined the
number and dimension of both row and column of our grid.



Click the confirm button and the new grid will be locked to the mouse cursor.



Another click and the grid will be fixed in the desired position.

The grid can be freely modified by using the appropriate option from the local menu.
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By selecting the rebuild option from the local menu it will be possible to rebuild the grid and
therefore modify the radius, angles and divisions.

Twin Rectangular MagneticGrid2D
A twin rectangular magnetic grid 2D can be used as reference grid in order to help the drawing
process. To insert the magnetic grid just follow these few steps:


Select the Twin Rectangular Magnetic Grid object from the drawing menu of the
toolbar.
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Click over the drawing in order to open the dimensioning dialog in which can be defined the
number and dimension of both row and column of our grid.



Click the confirm button and the new grid will be locked to the mouse cursor.



Another click and the grid will be fixed in the desired position.

The grid can be freely modified by using the appropriate option from the local menu.

In addition the grid can be modify as needed from the properties toolbox.
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Triangular MagneticGrid2D
A twin rectangular magnetic grid 2D can be used as reference grid in order to help the drawing
process. To insert the magnetic grid just follow these few steps:


Select the Triangular Magnetic Grid object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Click over the drawing in order to open the dimensioning dialog in which can be defined the
number and dimension of both row and column of our grid.



Click the confirm button and the new grid will be locked to the mouse cursor.



Another click and the grid will be fixed in the desired position.

The grid can be freely modified by using the appropriate option from the local menu.
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Lines, polylines, arc and circumference
Polylines
In order to insert a polyline you just need to:


Select the polyline entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



Click over the drawing table to insert the necessary point that define your polyline.
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The polyline can be freely modified by using the appropriate option from the local menu, using the
edit button from the toolbar or from the toolbox as well .

Lines
In order to insert a line you just need to:


Select the line entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



Click over the drawing table to insert the starting and ending point that define your line.

The line can be freely modified by using the appropriate option from the local menu, using the edit
button from the toolbar or from the toolbox as well .
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Thick Polyline
In order to insert a thick polyline you just need to:


Select the thick polyline entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



Click over the drawing table to insert the necessary point that define your polyline.

The thick polyline can be freely modified by using the appropriate option from the local menu, using the
edit button from the toolbar or from the toolbox as well .
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Blocks and images
In order to insert a block you just need to:


Select the 2D block entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



From the properties panel on the right, BIM Object Library, choose the desired model, and
click apply.
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Click over the drawing table to insert the 2D object.

The 2D object can be freely modified by using the appropriate option from the local menu, using
the edit button from the toolbar or from the toolbox as well .

Imagine
In order to insert an image you just need to:


Select the image entity from the object menu on the toolbar.
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Click over the drawing table to insert the image.

To insert a raster file you just need to follow the same procedure as for the images.

Measurements and height
Linear measurement (2p)
To insert a linear measurement between two points you need to:


Select the Linear measurement (2p) entity from the object menu on the toolbar.
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A first click will lock the initial point of the measurement line.



A second click will lock the ending point of the measurement line.



By moving the mouse cursor you can choose the position of the measurement line

By selecting the measurement line it will be possible to add one or more points or objects. You can
chose among this options:



point, will add a point to the line.



Object, will add a point referred to an object.



Section, will add all the measurement on an entire section of the model.
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Profile, will add all the measure relatives to an area of the model.

The text of the measurement can be freely edited from the properties toolbox.

Linear measurement
To insert a linear measurement you need to:


Select the Linear measurement entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



A first click will lock the initial point of the measurement line.



A second click will lock the ending point of the measurement line.



Define all the intermediate measurement point which you want to insert.
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In order to modify and customize the measurement properties just follow the same procedure
shown before.

Angles measurements
To measure an angle you need to:
Select the Angles measurement entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



A first click will lock the vertex of the angle.



A second click will lock the starting point of the angle.
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A third click will lock the ending point of the angle.

By moving the mouse cursor you can choose the position of the measurement line.
It is possible to customize the angle properties from the properties toolbox.

Arc measurement
To measure an arc you need to:


Select the arc measurement entity from the object menu on the toolbar.
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A first click will lock the starting point of the arc.



A second click will lock the ending point of the arc.



A third click will define the angle of the arc.



By moving the point you can move the measure and the arc position.

It is possible to customize the arc measurement properties from the properties toolbox.
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Area measurements
To measure an area you need to:


Select the area measurement entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



By clicking over the drawing table define the perimeter of the area to be measured.



Click the finish command from the toolbar in order to complete the perimeter drawing
process and visualize the areas value.
It is possible to customize the area measurement properties from the properties toolbox.
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Elevation markers
To insert an elevation marker you need to:


Select the Elevation markers entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



By clicking over the drawing will be shown the altimetric value of the selected point.

It is possible to customize the elevation marker properties from the properties toolbox.
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Auto-measure Rooms
To automatically measure the rooms you need to:


Select the Auto-measure Rooms entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



Click inside the rooms you want to measure and all the relative planar measures will be
automatically inserted.

The toolbar will shows various modality of rooms auto-measurement.
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Measuring tape
To generally measure distance from the drawing you need to:


Select the measuring tape entity from the object menu on the toolbar.



Click the initial point of your measure and a distances value will appear over your
measurement line.

By selecting the proper function from the toolbar it can be possible to measure linear distances,
angles or elevations.
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Edificius Training Course
Lesson 11
In this lesson we will describe some 2D graphic entities and the editing of some features of the
working drawings.

2D Graphic
Graphic shapes
A geometrical shape can be insert on the drawing table by selecting the object from the toolbar
under the drawing menu.

Rectangle
To drawing a rectangle you need to:


Select the rectangle function from the object menu.



Click twice over the working table in order to draw the shape.
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By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.
From the properties toolbox it will be possible to choose dedicated feature for this figure, for
example there will be an option for insert an hole and even round up the vertex of the shape.

It is possible to make further customizations by clicking the Generic command.
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Circles
To drawing a circle you need to:


Select the circle function from the object menu.



Click twice over the working table in order to draw the shape.
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By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Ellipse
To drawing a ellipse you need to:


Select the ellipse function from the object menu.
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Click twice over the working table in order to draw the shape.

By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Regular Polygons
To drawing a regular polygons you need to:


Select the polygons function from the object menu.
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On the properties toolbox digit the number of edges that should compose your polygon.



Click over the working table in order to draw the shape.

By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Right angled triangle
To drawing a Right angled triangle you need to:


Select the triangle function from the object menu.
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Click over the working table in order to draw the shape.

By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Generic shape
To drawing a generic shape you need to:


Select the generic shape from the object menu.



Click the necessary time over the drawing table, then click the finish button in order to
close the desired shape.
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By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Linear pattern
A linear pattern can be added to the drawing in order to give more details. To insert it you need
to:


Select the linear pattern from the object menu.
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Select the desired pattern from the BIM Object Library



Click the necessary time over the drawing table, then click the finish button in order to
close the drawing process.

By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Element Interruption
An element interruption can be inserted in order to interrupt an object. To insert it you just need to:


Select the element interruption from the object menu.
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Click twice over the working table in order to draw the shape.

By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Arrow
An arrow can be added to the drawing in order to give more details (i.e. emergency exit path
signs). To insert it you need to:
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Select the arrow from the object menu.



Click twice over the working table in order to draw the shape.



Further modification of the arrow can be done from the local menu.
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By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Text and revision markers
Text can be inserted on the drawing by selecting the relative object from the toolbar.

Text
In order to insert a text you need to:


Select the text element from the object menu.
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Click three time over the working table in order to draw the text box. This operation will
open the “edit text” function.



In this new windows it can be possible to add text and eventually choose or customize
fonts from the toolbar.

By selecting the inserted text, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the
editing function.

Text labels
In order to insert a text labels you need to:


Select the text label element from the object menu.
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Click three time over the working table in order to draw the text box. This operation will
open the “edit text” function.



In this new windows it can be possible to add text and eventually choose or customize
fonts from the toolbar.

By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Label
In order to insert a label you need to:


Select the label element from the object menu.
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Click three time over the working table in order to draw the text box. This operation will
open the “edit text” function.



In this new windows it can be possible to add text and eventually choose or customize
fonts from the toolbar.

By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Rectangular Balloon
In order to insert a rectangular balloon you need to:


Select the room label object from the object menu.
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Click three time over the working table in order to draw the shape. This operation will open
the “edit text” function.



In this new windows it can be possible to add text and eventually choose or customize
fonts from the toolbar.

By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

Orientation and object labels
Labels can be inserted on the drawing by selecting the relative object from the toolbar.

Rooms label
In order to insert a room label you need to:


Select the room label from the object menu.
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Click over the working table in order to insert the box. This operation will open the “edit
text” function.



Click on edit text to add text and eventually choose or customize variables from the
toolbar.



In this box it is possible to customize the information that will be shown inside the label.

The label model can be copied and applied to all the new labels by clicking the property function
and then click over the label.

In addition by clicking the label all button from the toolbar all the room will be automatically
labelled with default labels.
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By selecting the label function a properties toolbox will came up in which will be possible to modify
some properties of the object.

Door label
In order to insert a door label you need to:


Select the door label from the object menu.



Click over the desired door to anchor the label object.

The procedures to follow in order to customize the door labels are the same as seen before for the
other labels typology.
By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.
The same procedure can be applied to insert other label object like WINDOWS labels, HOLES
labels, ENVELOPES labels and so on.
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Orientation
In order to insert a orientation symbol you need to:


Select the orientation arrow object from the object menu.



Click over the desired door to anchor the label object.

By selecting the arrow, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.
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Legend
Legends of various type can be inserted on the drawing by selecting the relative object from the
toolbar.

ZONE Legend (L1 – L2 – L3)
In order to insert a ZONE Legend you need to:


Select the zone legend from the object menu.



Click over the table to insert the legend.

By selecting the legend, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.
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Room Legend
To insert a room legend you need to:


Select the relative legend from the object menu.



Click over the table to insert the legend.
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By selecting the shape, the relative properties toolbox will become available with all the editing
function.

How to customise the working drawing
Here you will see some example of custom working drawing.

Floor Plan
In the following images you can find examples of customised floor plans with the already seen
functions, as for example the 2D graphics and styles.
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Section view
In the following images you can find examples of customised section views with the already seen
functions, as for example the 2D graphics and styles.

Additionally, by using the “modify model” function, from the windows toolbar, it will be possible to
modify the drawing directly from the section view.
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Elevation view
In the following images you can find examples of customised elevation views with the already seen
functions, as for example the 2D graphics and styles.

Working drawings
All the working models (floor plan, section view, elevation view etc) can be inserted on the
working drawing of a project. To insert a working drawing you need to:
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Right click on the working drawing nodes of the navigator panel and select add. By doing
so, a dedicated wizard window will be enabled.



This wizard allow you to make all the desired customization and it will be possible also
choose orientation and page format and title block position and typology.



By clicking the ok button all the modification will be confirmed and an empty working
drawing will be made.
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From the right hand toolbox it is possible to make further customization of the working drawing
(i.e. properties, geometry, variables, etc.).
The new working drawing is now ready to receive all the workings model we have previously
made.
The working model can be inserted simply by dragging and dropping it over the model drawing.

Following the same procedure it is possible to insert on the working drawing even the levels, 3d
view renders tables etc.
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The working drawing now can be exported or printed.
In order to export the working drawing you just need to select the Export option from the file
menu. It will be required to choose the exportation file format.

In order to print the working drawing instead, you just need to select the print option from the
file menu. It will be required to choose the exportation file format.



When you have done with all the customization (from the properties toolbox as seen
before) you need to click on the print button in order to open a print preview.
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On the preview windows will be available a toolbar from which you can start printing or
eventually export in different files (word, html, pdf or dwf).
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In this lesson we will describe how to create a multi-storey residential building with the related
exterior furniture.

How to create a multi-storey residential building
Here the procedure to drawing a residential building.

Create a new document
In order to create a new document you just need to:


Select the new option from the software homepage. Then choose among the two different
document typology.



Click over the desired document.

How to import a DXF/DWG drawing in our document
To import a DXF/DWG you just need to:


Select the DWG/DXF drawing object from the toolbar.
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By clicking on the workspace a dialog will appear in which can be choose among the
dxf/dwg files to be load.



Choose your file and click the “open” button, choose the dimensioning factor from the new
DWG/DXF import window.
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Here you will digit a scale factor (in meter) in order to match the dxf/dwg model with the
drawing scale. By clicking “ok” the model will be linked to the mouse cursor. With a last
click the model will be positioned on the workspace.

How to draw “vertical envelopes”
In order to draw a vertical envelope you need to:


Select the relative object from the drawing menu.



Chose the desired Material Layer Composition from the BIM Object Library and click
apply.
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Click over the worksheet in order to anchor the starting point of our wall.



In order to modify the wall alignment just click the F5 or F6 key.



A second click over the workspace will fix the ending point of the wall.
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If you want to draw the envelopes automatically using a DWG as reference, you need to:


Select the DXF DWG option from the toolbar.



Draw a line through the DWG wall (starting and ending point); this operation will recognize
the envelope from the DWG.

By doing this procedure for all the wall of the DWG the full floorplan will be quickly drawn.

Therefore, the envelopes will be fragmented at the intersections and it will be possible to manage
every segment separately.

How to insert windows
To insert windows in your worksheet you need to:


Select the windows object from the drawing menu.
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By clicking the three dot button of the right properties panel, the BIM Object Library will
appear allowing you to choose the desired fixture type, for example a sliding window, than
just confirm by clicking apply.
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Click over the vertical envelop where you want to draw the window. The window will be
anchored to the mouse cursor.



With a second click will fix in position the window.



You can change the windows width by dragging the two blue bullets.

In order to automatically draw a window, using a DWG as reference, you need to:


Select the DXF DWG option from the toolbar to activate the automatic recognition of the
windows objects.



Draw a segment inside the wall (from one edge to another and across the wall direction);
by doing so the software will automatically add the windows object in place of the dwg/dxf
windows.
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You can have quickly recognized the full floorplan just by doing this procedure for all the windows.

In the same way you can easily insert all the doors and opening by using the same function. This
objects can be yet modified from the properties toolbox.
For example, let's suppose we need to align some windows to the upper edge of a door:


Select all the window we want to align end the door which we want to use a refer, by
holding down the shift key.
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Then click the Align button from the toolbar and the software will shows the aligning dots
of the objects.



By clicking the door cones all the selected objects will be aligned to that point.

To modify the windows height all in one go you just need to select all the object you want to edit
(holding down the shift key and clicking each window) and then change the height from the right
properties panel.
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How to draw Horizontal envelopes
To draw a horizontal envelope you just need to:


Select the object from the drawing menu of the toolbar.



Click over the workspace to insert the necessary point that define your envelope.



Click the finish button from the toolbar whenever you want to close the horizontal
envelope shaping process.
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• Repeat the previous steps to draw all the horizontal envelopes of the project.

In the same way, you can insert the external slabs by selecting the “balcony slab” object in the
ribbon menu.

Insert custom column
To insert custom pillars in the table, just:


• Obtain the column measurements, by using measuring tool from the object menu.



Double-click on the BIM Object Library / Project node of the Navigator tree to open the
Library in which to create the custom column section.
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• Select BEAMS and COLUMNS from the library menu to open the relative section of the
library.



Select the Append / Item option in the local menu that is activated whit a right-mouse
click on the Rectangular hollow section folder. This operation creates a new section in the
folder and activates the editor.



In the properties toolbox of the new section, digit the desired measurements and press the
confirmation button.
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Go back to the map and select the column object from the ribbon menu.



From the column properties toolbox, enter in the BIM Object Library by pressing the
relative button in the Section field.
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In the BIM Object Library, select the new section and press the Apply button.



Click on the workspace to anchor the column to the mouse cursor and change the
alignment using the F5 and F6 keys.



Make a second click on the table to fix the position of the abutment.



Now it will be possible to insert all the desired columns.
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Draw the Sunshades
To draw the sunshades on the table:


• Select the relative object from the drawing menu.



Click in the workspace to anchor the sunshades to the mouse cursor and change the
alignment using the F5 and F6 keys.



Make a second click on the drawing to fix in position the sunshades.



• Repeat the previous steps to draw all the sunshades of the project.
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To insert the sunshades quickly you can copy and paste even groups of already inserted
sunshades by using the Copy and Paste function.

To assign a equal height to all the sunshades, just select all of them and change the height in the
property toolbox.

Draw the Railing
To draw the railing on the table:


• Select the relative object from the drawing menu.



In the railing properties toolbox, activate the BIM Object Library by pressing the relative
button in the Model field.
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From the BIM Object Library, select the desired railing and Apply.
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Click the necessary times on the table to draw the railing path and then press the End to
close the drawing phase.

The inserted railing can be freely modified by adding offsets from the properties toolbox.

Draw the Ornamental wall
To draw the ornamental wall on the table:


Select the relative object from the drawing menu.



Perform automatic wall recognition by selecting the DXF/DWG button on the ribbon.
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Select the walls and change the height from the properties toolbox.
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Customize the doors
To customize the inserted doors, simply:


Select the door to be modified from the 3D view.



Make the desired changes in the properties toolbox.



Edit door materials using the BIM Object Library.
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To apply the same properties to the other doors:


Select from the Ribbon the Properties option.



By select the modified door a toolbox will activates in which you can choose the elements
of the port to copy.



Click on the other doors to apply the properties copied from the reference door.
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To quickly apply the properties to all the doors, just select them with the selection rectangle
function and release the mouse button to activate the relative box.

In the same way it is possible to modify other elements of the table such as windows.

Groups the rooms in zones
To groups the rooms in zones, you just need:


Double-click on the Zone node of the Navigator. This operation activates the window in
which you need to define the zones.



In the zone window specify the zones that are present in the project, for example those
referred to three apartments (Apartment 01, Apartment 02 and Apartment 03).



Specify an identifying colour for each apartment.
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In the drawing, select all the rooms that are part of the first apartment.



On the toolbox, assign the Apartment Zone 01 to the selected rooms.



On the drawing select all the rooms that are part of the second apartment.



On the toolbox, assign the Apartment Zone 02 to the selected rooms.
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On the drawing select all the rooms that are part of the third apartment.



On the toolbox, assign the Apartment Zone 03 to the selected rooms.
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Now all the rooms have been assigned to the areas. To view the colours of the three different
zones, all you need is:


Click on the Visibility button on the ribbon to activate the menu.



In this menu, select the colour options ROOM colouring / .... This operation will display
the different colours of the three apartments.

Assign Materials
To assign different materials and colours to the elements of the project:


Select the desired material from the BIM Object Library.
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Select the project element to which you want to change the material, directly in the 3D
view.



Repeat the previous operations for all the desired surface.
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In this second lesson we will continue to describe how to create a multi-storey residential building.

How to create a multi-storey residential building
Here some additional steps for creating a multi-storey residential building with Edificius.

Furnish the building
To insert furniture items inside the building, you need to:


Select the 3D Block object from the ribbon menu.



From the property toolbox click the Model three-dot-button to activate the BIM Object
Library.
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In the BIM Object Library, select the 3D object or download it directly from the Online
archive which is activated by clicking on the relative library.



Add the object in the 3D view by clicking on the desired point, the insertion of the object is
facilitated by the automatic magnetisms. During this phase, you can use the F5 and F6
keys to change the alignment point and the F7 and F8 keys to rotate the object.
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Repeat the operations described above to insert all the furniture (wardrobes, tables, chairs,
bathroom fixtures, chandeliers, etc.).

Insert the skirting boards
To insert the skirter in the project, just:


Select the Extrusion (solid) object from the ribbon menu.
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Press the relevant button in the Profile field of the property toolbox to activate the BIM
Object Library.



In the BIM Object Library, select the desired skirting in the relevant folder and Apply.



From the 3D view, a first click will anchor the starting point of the skirting board.
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And a second click will define an intermediate node or the end point of the skirting board.

During the skirting board design phase, it is possible to change the alignment by pressing the F5
and F6 keys.
The inserted skirting board can be freely changed from the property toolbox.

Enter the stair
To enter a stair in the project, just:


Select the relative object from the ribbon menu.
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Click in the table to activate the stair editor.



Click over the drawing to insert the stair and using the F5 and F6 keys change the
alignment and the F7 and F8 keys to rotate the scale.



Edit all the elements of the stair by selecting them from the stair menu in the editor with
the methods already described.

Once the drawing of the stair is complete, it will be possible to modify the stair parameter even
from the property toolbox.
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Copy the drawing to other layers
To copy the drawing on other levels of the building:


Select the LEVEL Management (SdRA) option from the menu that is activated by
clicking with the right mouse button on the Navigator level node.
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In the LEVEL and SUBLEVEL management dialog that is activated, create all the levels
of the building and define their heights.



Activate the Copy toolbox by selecting the homonymous option from the vertical right hand
toolbox.



In the toolbox, select the entities to be copied, for example all.
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In the lower box, select the levels in which to copy the entities and then Apply.



Edit the copied elements from the 3D view to adapt them to the desired project.
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The different levels of the building can be freely modified with the already illustrated methods.
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Draw the roof
To draw a roof, just:


Select the Roof object from the ribbon menu.



Make the necessary clicks in the drawing to fix the roof edges.
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Click the End button on the ribbon to close the roof design and activate the editor.



In the editor, in the same way, fix the points of the slope perimeter.
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Assign an inclination to the slope.

The drawn slope can be changed freely in the 3D view.
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Define the roof level
To define the roof level:


Double click on the roof node of the Navigator.



Select the Horizontal envelopes object from the Ribbon Objects menu.



Make the necessary clicks in the workspace to draw the horizontal covering perimeter then
press the End button of the ribbon.
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Assign an offset from the box that come up by selecting the corresponding ribbon option.



Draw all the horizontal envelopes of the roof and insert a barrier on the edges.



Modify the wall heights to connect them to the elements of the envelope.
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Now you have to assign the materials to the envelopes, add the railings to the stairs and define
the ground floor design.
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In this forth lesson we will continue to describe how to create a multi-storey residential building.

Creation of a multi-storey residential building
Here there are further steps for the creation of a multi-storey residential building with the related
external installation.

Draw the basement level
To design the basement level of the multi-storey residential building in the example, you need to:


Double-click on the Basement level node of the Navigator.



Select the "Ground Floor" in the Background toolbox to display the upper floor casings in
the table.
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Load the basement DXF/DWG drawing into the table as a further reference using the
DXF/DWG Drawing feature from the object menu.



Place the DXF/DWG drawing on top of the ground floor background.



Perform automatic recognition of enclosures with the DXF DWG functionality of the
envelope object.
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Once the shape of the basement floor has been completed, the reference background can
be deactivated from the relative toolbox.



• Define the cabin shaft by closing the envelopes and inserting the necessary holes.



Insert an embossed door by selecting it in the garage section of the BIM Object Library.
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Insert the two central column by selecting them from the BIM Object Library.



Draw the foundation slab using the object Horizontal envelope of the object menu.

Draw the lift of the building
To draw the building lift, just:


Display in the 3D view only the elements of the lift shaft using the relative functionalities of
the Visibility menu of the ribbon.
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Tile the windows of the basement.



Select the lift object in the ribbon menu.



Select the lift type from the property toolbox.
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Make a first click on the table to place the lift.



Make a second click to define the rotation.



Make a last click to define the dimensions of the lift shaft.



In the 3D view, adapt the hole size of each floor to the elevator.
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On the foundation level, draw the bottom of the elevator shaft.

In the property toolbox you can freely customize the lift, for example defining the number of
stops, specify the heights of the various floors, indicate the dimensions of the cabin and the
compartment and so on.
Once the lift design has been defined, it is necessary to draw the external arrangement of the
building by using Edificius-LAND.

External arrangement
To define the external arrangement of the building, access the Terrain di Edificius-LAND
environment by clicking on the relative node of the navigation tree.
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At the beginning of the terrain design stage, in the navigator tree there are two available levels,
the survey layer and the project.

In the survey level, it is possible to insert the elements used for modelling the terrain morphology.
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To define the morphology of the terrain you need to:


Select LAND [perimeter] from the object menu.



Click in the drawing table to activate the menu, eventually you can choose to draw the
perimeter manually.



Make the necessary clicks in the table to manually draw the perimeter of the ground.

After defining the land perimeter, the contour line must be specified. To manually enter the
contour lines in the ground, you just need:


• Select the contour lines object in the object menu.



• Make the necessary clicks on the workspace to define the shapes of the contour lines.



• Specify, from the properties toolbox, the elevation for each inserted contour line.
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Once the terrain has been defined, the project earthworks must be designed.
To insert an earthwork:


Select the Project level from the Navigator tree.



Select the Earthwork object from the object menu.



Display the basement level in the table by using the Background toolbox.



Click to enter the points of the excavation perimeter.



In the 3D view, make the terrain transparent using the relative toolbar cursor.
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Select the excavation elevation green handler and moving it to the base of the foundation
slab.
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Draw further excavations in the manner illustrated.

Once defined the earthwork, it will be possible to design the access ramp to the building's garages.

Draw the access ramp to the basement
To design the access garages ramp, you need:


Rename this level and add a new project level in the Navigator.
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Select the Ramp object from the object menu.



Select the Line object of the Ramp menu.



Draw two lines on the drawing to obtain the centre of the curved section of the ramp.
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Select the Curved ramp object from the Ramp menu.



Click on the workspace to insert the centre of the curved ramp.



Position the vertex at the intersection point of the two previously drawn lines.
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Define the curvature of the ramp by dragging the grab of the object.



Define the internal radius of the ramp by dragging the light blue arrow up to the
corresponding section in the background drawing.
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Define the ramp width from the property toolbox, for example 4 meters.



Delete the previously drawn guidelines.



Modify the sections of the ramp design using the Edit Ribbon Object function.



Select the Ramp object from the ramp menu to insert a straight ramp into the drawing.
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Click on the point on the table where you want to insert the ramp and turn it.



• Change the ramp width using the Edit feature from the properties toolbox.



• Change the ramp length in the same way.
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Repeat the described steps to add other ramp sections and change the different dimensions in 3D.
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How to make a multi-storey residential building
Below are further steps for the external arrangement of a multi-storey residential building. The
following objects are available in the Terrain project design levels.

How to Draw a yard
To draw a yard outside the building, just:


Select the Square object from the ribbon menu.
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Make the necessary clicks in the table to define the yard perimeter.



• Press the finish button on the ribbon to complete the yard design.

The yard has its own layer composition, its thickness and its inclination, characteristics that can be
defined in the property toolbox.
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How to insert the walls
To draw the walls outside the building, just:


Select the landscaping Wall object on Terrain from the ribbon menu.



Make a first click on the table where the wall should start.



Make the necessary clicks to define the intermediate points of the wall.



Make a last click at the end point of the wall.
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Press the Finish button on the ribbon to complete the design of the wall.



Repeat the previous operations for all the walls to be inserted.

During the design of the wall it is possible to modify the alignment using the F5 and F6 keys of
the keyboard.
In the 3D view it is possible to freely modify the wall as for example the heights or the dimensions
on each node.

Furthermore, in the properties toolbox it is possible to modify all its geometries and characteristics.
With the options on the ribbon you can automatically add a railing on the wall.
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How to insert the vegetation
To insert vegetation, just:


Select the Vegetation object from the ribbon menu.
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Make the necessary clicks in the table to define the perimeter of the area in which to insert
the vegetation and confirm.
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The vegetation can also be arranged along a line, in fact, select the option On the perimeter
from the list box Arrangement of the property toolbox and trace the perimeter on the table
where to place the chosen vegetation.
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How to insert the road object
To draw a road, just:


Select the Road object from the ribbon menu.



Make the necessary clicks on the workspace to define the route of the road and confirm.

The inserted road can be changed from the ribbon features.

In fact, it is possible to change the width, add sidewalks, and so on.
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How to insert a swimming pool
To draw a pool, just:


Select the Pool object from the ribbon menu.



Click on the table to define the pool area and confirm.

The pool can be freely edited in the 3D view and from the property toolbox.
On the pool’s wall can also be added a wall cover by using the relative function of the ribbon.
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How to design a terrain area
To insert a terrain area, you just need:


Select the Terrain object from the ribbon menu.



Make the necessary clicks in the table to define the ground area and confirm.



Assign a material to the area by selecting it from the BIM Object Library of the property
toolbox.
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In this lesson we will see a practical example of how to perform the BoQ of the building’s
components.

Metric calculation (practical example)
To estimates the object that compose a building it is necessary to open the BoQ environment
(PriMus) of Edificius which can be activated by clicking on the navigator's relative button.

When you access the BoQ environment (PriMus), the program window shows the Calculation
functions on the left side and the model windows (3D view and Layer view) on the right side.
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In order to estimate an object you just need:


To select the object from the 3D workspace.



Click the “open a price book” button from the properties toolbox.
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Select the desired price list and click OK in order to visualize the complete list of entities.



By using the drag and drop procedure select an element from the list and release it over
the “add” string. From the properties toolbox. For example we can drag and drop the
masonry wall for the external vertical envelopes.



A new windows will help you to create a measurement category and subcategories, once
confirm it will possible to work on the measurement data editor .



On the measurement data editor specify the structure of the computation model to be
used.
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For any string can be enabled a description and insert a variable for the calculations.
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The wall relative information, shown on the lower part of the window are dynamically updated

In order to add a new measurement row, you just need to click the “add” button from the toolbar
(i.e. if you need to subtract the windows area value).

Instead, to insert a pre-completed measurement model, simply activate the measurement data
editor dialog by pressing the relative button on the toolbar and select the relevant model from the
archive.

After defining the way the measure must work, for example the external walls, you can close the
measurement data editor.
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At this point, to automatically estimate all the external walls of the building, just:


Activate the Selection Filter toolbox by pressing the button of the same name on the right
side of the program window.



Click the three-dot-button entity to enable the entities to select window. Then select the
Vertical Envelope entity and confirm.



Click the three-dot-button condition to enable the selection condition window.
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Then define the condition desired (i.e. thickness >= 300 and level= 4) and confirm.



Click Apply to enable the filter. This operation will select from the 4 level of the building all
the vertical envelopes with thickness >= 300.
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By clicking the arrow of the envelope section from the toolbox all the available envelopes
will be shown.



Select all the present envelopes in order to estimate everything in one go.
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In order to estimate all the envelopes from the other levels you just need to:


Drag and drop the same entity from the price list



Create a new category for the desired level.



Choose the same variable from the measurement data editor.



Repeat all the previously described steps.

This procedure can be applied to estimate all the entities of the building (windows, doors, floors,
railings, earthworks, etc.) in order to obtaining the complete BoQ of the building.
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The documentation can be used and exported in DCF, Word (DOCX) and Excel (XLSX) formats.

If you need to add a new element to the building (i.e. one window), you can update the existent
documentation by selecting the new object and estimate it and the BoQ will be dynamically
updated.

Edificius has an integration with PriMus, in fact to complete the calculation with other information
developed with PriMus you just need to:


Press the BIM integration button at the bottom left of the program window.
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In the window that is activated select the PriMus button. This operation opens Edificius's
calculation in the PriMus program.



In the new window click on the PriMus button. This operation will opens Edificius's
calculation in the PriMus software.



In PriMus the estimated entries are shown in grey because they are not editable (since they
are entries associated with Edificius objects). However, it is possible to modify the other
sections such as Chapters and Categories.



With the Drag and Drop add measurement rows for other calculations made with PriMus.
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By closing PriMus, the changes made will also be reported in the calculation in Edificius.
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